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I. INTRODUCTION
The problem of transmission of sound through shear layers has stimu-
lated manyinvestigations for quite sometime. The simplest model con-
siders a shear layer of zero thickness or an interface of two fluid media
in relative motion knownas the plane vortex sheet model. As early as
1944, Landau(l9) investigated the stability of such compressible fluid
motions which evidenced a discontinuity in tangential velocity at a plane
surface. He demonstrated the stability of the vortex sheet, that is, the
persistence of infinitesimal displacements from its equilibruim position
provided that there is a sufficiently large velocity jump across the dis-
continuity. The nature of vortex sheet phenomenahas acquired a greater
importance in connection with theories of jet noise initiated by
Lighthill(20} in 1951; specifically, it is appropriate to determine vortex
sheet motions in the presence of an incident acoustical excitation. The
problem investigated in this thesis concerns, in particular, the inter-
action of an implusive ring source with a curved vortex sheet which forms
the boundary of a cylindrical jet flow.
During the late 1950's numerous studies of reflection and trans-
mission of sound by a vortex sheet due to incident time periodic plane
acoustic waves were undertaken; after some initial efforts in which a
kinematic boundary condition at the sheet was improperly formulated,
Miles(23) (1957) removedthis defect and successfully determined the plane
wave reflection coefficient. He confirmed Landau's results regarding the
stability of small amplitude vortex sheet motions and furthermore drew
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attention to the so called neutrally stable motions with large amplitudes
of the sheet that do not tend to grow or decay. The designation of
resonant modeis given to such a large amplitude excitations of the vortex
sheet. Miles' study was paralleled by that of Ribner(28) (1958) whoalso
included transmission as well as reflection in a similar problem; both
their studies were relatively simple and significant as prototypes of more
complex problems. Miles(24) (1958) also analyzed the displacement of an
initially undisturbed plane vortex sheet following a suddenly imposed,
spatially periodic velocity disturbance. The resulting stability
criterion was shownto be in agreement with that appropriate to the prior
time periodic case. Transient wave propagation problems are inherently
more difficult than the steady state harmonic ones and it was not until
1969 that Friedland and Pierce(9) determined the reflected field due to an
implusive line source embeddedin a stationary half-space, separated by a
vortex sheet from a movinghalf-space. Howe(13)(1970) examineda similar
problem, locating an impulsive point source close to the vortex sheet and
stressed the fact that a correct analysis must account for both the insta-
bil ity and resonance which are left out of the classical ray theory.
Subsequently, in a series of papers published in the early 1970's, Jones
and Morgan(14-16) and their associates(11-17) investigated various
problems of sound-vortex sheet interaction due to line or point sources
with time-periodic or impulsive nature and significantly clarified the
propagation of instability waves.
Integral transform methods are employed for the analysis of the
multi-variable (space-time) problems just mentioned; the technical diffi
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culties, which arise predictably at the stage of inverse transformation of
the solutions, are approached differently by various investigators.
Causality can be ensured when the path of a time inversion integral is
suitably located. This is accomplished for instance by Friedland and
Pierce before analyzing the response integral with the help of Cagniard's
technique which sequentially involves an integration variable change, a
contour deformation, and an interchange of order of integration. Although
they are able to derive an exact solution for the reflected wave, the
physically more significant transmitted wave is set aside as being too
difficult. Howelikewise adopts Cagniard's technique in his analysis and
by restricting attention to the far field is able to deduce an explicit
representation for the transmitted solution which incorporates the insta-
bility and resonance waves. Jones and Morganelected to invert the space
Fourier transform first. The solutions thus obtained do not satisfy
causality, that is, disturbances may precede the excitation, unless a
homogeneous(source free) solution which corresponds to instability waves
is added. This additional term is neither a conventional nor a real genera-
lized function, but a delta function with complex arguments or so-called
ultra-distribution. It is, in fact, the ultra-distribution thus intro-
duced which helps to clarify the role of instability waves in a transient
problem. However, the final form of their solutions is usually too
abstract for extracting quantitative estimates of the excitations under
consideration.
Morerecently, Chao(13) (1977) employedthe Cagniard's technique and
also allowed for ultra-distribution in the inverse analysis; moreover he
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was able to express in an exact mannerthe point source solution in terms
of a single finite range integral and to characterize the solution without
any integral in the line source case. The solutions which he arrived at
are advantageous in that they enable the influence of a plane vortex sheet
on an incident impulsive source of sound to be ascertained through uncomp-
licated numerical evaluations. The outcome confirms the following.
First. areas on the vortex sheet reached by the soundwaveswill nowact as
source regions which generate transmitted as well as reflected waves in the
respective media. Second. for MachnumberM < 2;Z-. sound disturbances
will cause the vortex sheet to becomeunstable. resulting in the propaga-
tion of instability waves. Finally. when M> 2. resonance or neutral
stability waves are propagated. Both instability and resonance waves are
shownto propagate downstreamin a limited wedge-like region close to the
vortex sheet.
The success shownby Chao's methodhas motivated the investigation of
a more complicated vortex/source geometry considered in this thesis.
Specifically. the configuration chosen involves a curved vortex sheet
whichforms the boundarybetween an external mediumat rest and a cylindri-
cal jet column. otherwise knownas an axisynmetrtc jet. Andfor mathemati-
cal simplicity as well as practical interest. the source considered here
assumes the shape of a circular ring (with negligible internal radius)
whoseplane is normal to the jet axis and is centered within the jet. Both
fluids are assumedto have the samedensity and speed of sound to keep the
details simple and all non-linearities including those of viscosity and
heat conduction are neglected.
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The stability of axisymmetric jets was first discussed by Batchelor
and Gill(2) (1962) and then in a similar fashion by Crowand Champagne(16)
(1970), with criteria that involved not only the jet speed but also the
wavelength of the primary sound source. Their works were significant in
strongly suggesting that instability in jets is temporal, i.e. time-wise,
in nature. The mathematical problem of cylindrical vortex layer insta-
bility under the influence of a time periodic pressure fluctuation was
first investigated by Tam(29)(1971) but his s~lution simplified to that of
a plane vortex sheet due to the nature of his approximation. However,his
work was significant in linking the instability predicted by the vortex
sheet model with the strong directional acoustic radiations from super-
sonic jets observed in someexperiments. Morgan(26) (1975) was actually
the first to obtain a solution for the transmitted sound field in the
motionless fluid outside an axisymmetric subsonic jet, due to a harmonic
point source located off axis within the jet. He rigorously proved that
there is essentially only one instability wave which arises, and that
therefore an infinite numberof other waves which are solutions to the
homogeneousproblem can be ignored. This investigation differs from that
effected by Morganin so far as a ring rather than a point source is used
and furthermore that both subsonic and supersonic flows are contemplated.
The organization and methodchosen here for analysis are as follows.
In Chapter II, the problem is formulated and its solution in the Fourier
transformed space is obtained in the form of a multiple integral whose
integrand involves complicated Bessel and Hankel functions. Chapter III
contains the derivation of an approximate version of the integral solution
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for the transmitted field; this is based on the assumption that the jet
source radii are sufficiently large so that the two leading terms from the
appropriate asymptotic (large argument) series expansions of Bessel and
Hankel functions can be used. It is shown that proper attention is
required on the different forms of Bessel function expansions over the
argument regions. As a limiting case of both radii becomingarbitrarily
large but retaining a finite difference between them. the first term is
shown to reproduce the exact solution to the simplest model previously
described. i.e. the transmitted field across a plane vortex sheet due to a
line source embeddedin the flow medium. The second term corresponds to
the first order curvature effects. In approximating with these expansion
terms. contributions arising from internal reflections are isolated and
neglected. leaving a representation for only the primary or directly
transmitted field. Howe(13)(1970) suggests that instability becomessig-
nificant after a time which is long enoughfor sound to travel backwards
and forwards several times between opposite faces of the jet. when the
acoustic coupling between these faces becomeslarge. The present analysis
essentially calculates the transmitted field due to that sound which is
emitted before these internal reflection effects becomeimportant.
Singularities of the integrand are examinedin Chapter IV prior to the
inverse analysis. The branch points and the real pole which exists when
M>2 associated with neutral stability waveare identical to that found in
the plane vortex sheet case. However.the instability pole is shownto be
a function of wavenumberas well as frequency in contrast to the plane case
where it is independent of the former. Furthermore. as the pole remains
_________________ ----'6L-- _
complexfor all Machnumbers. its transition to the neutral stability mode
observed in the plane case does not take place. The coupling that exists
between frequency and wavenumberin the integrand is responsible for this
difference and indubitaly acts to complicate the inverse analysis. The
condition of causality would be satisfied unambiguously if the double
integral is carried out first with respect to frequency. but a procedure is
not found to do this. Instead. in a fashion similar to Chao's application
of Cagniard's technique. a change in the order of integration is facili-
tated by deforming the frequency integration contour consistent with
causality. In the plane case. this then leads to the simple solution forms
alluded to previously. The solution obtained here is expectedly less
simplex. Dueto the curvature effects. the solution nowexhibits a radial
decay factor of 1/;r-. In the evaluation for the specularly transmitted
field. a branch point particular to the present problem is produced. As a
result. in addition to the term that is similar to the corresponding field
for the plane case. a second term arises from integration along the
resulting branch cut. Evaluation of this branch cut integration is accomp-
lished numerically by Gaussian interpolation. Related to neutral
stability wavefor M> 2 is a pole in the wavenumberspace which is again
distinctive to the curved vortex sheet problem as a consequence of its
curvature being finite. This pole results in an additional term that is
shownto decay exponentially awayfrom the neutral stability waveand thus
appears to effect a broadening of its singular wavefront.
The integral that remains unresolved is one in which the movinginsta-
bility pole is directly involved. An analysis of this integral is
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presented in Chapter Vwhere the essential features of instability waveis
maderelevant. First, it is shownthat in the limit of kro ~ ~ where k
is the wavenumberand r0 is the jet radius, the pole reduces to the
instability pole for the plane case as anticipated. The pole is observed
to move.whenkro is varied, but as kro becomessmall, its movementcannot
be adequately described by the approximate form derived from the two-term
asymptotic expansions. Even though several terms would be needed to
approximate the profile generated by the movingpole, it is shownthat only
one additional term is sufficient in establishing the general trend. A
clear picture emergeswhenmovementof the pole is determined for small kro
as well by taking the leading terms in the convergent power series of the
cylinder functions. Fromthese considerations, the way in which the pole
moves is approximated for all Machnumbers. Of particular interest is
for M> 2~ :'where neutral stability instead of instability is predicted
in the plane case because the complexpole becomesreal. Here the pole is
real only in the kro ~ m limit but remains complex for other values
indicating the persistence of instability even for such high Machnumbers.
As a consequence, M = 2/2 is not a clear cut transition point as
predicted in the case of a plane vortex sheet that whenM < 2ff the
system is unstable and whenM> 2~ the system is neutrally stable. In
fact, instability wavesmayarise at all Machnumbersbut further analysis
shows that they are dependent on kro and cease to exist for sufficiently
small kro• In other words, instability waveswill be caused by wavelengths
large (high frequency) comparedto the jet radius for all Machnumbers.
The way in which this dependence takes effect is also shownto relate to
the spatial extent of instability wave's presence, which is seen to con-
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tract towards the vortex sheet with increasing wavelength. This predic-
tion appears to be in agreementwith the strong directional acoustic radia-
tion observed in somejet noise experiments. In Chapter VI, somenumerical
results are presented and discussed.
The idealized problem of the curved vortex sheet enclosing a
cylindrical column of jet presented in this thesis is of particular
interest since it is a first approximation to the real jet. As a next step
in the modelling, it is desirable to include a rigid attachment to the flow
to simulate a jet nozzle. This will bring out any contribution to the
noise generation process of edge scattering whichmayin fact be extremely
important in the overall picture. Problems associated with edge
scattering have mixed boundary values and are in general rather difficult
to handle. Nevertheless, a significant literature on that subject exists,
including contributions by Crighton(4) (1972), Crighton & Leppington(5)
(1974), and more recently by Miura(25) for the plane case and by Munt(27)
(1977) for the curved case, just to mention a few. It is also desirable to
consider a finite shear layer instead of an infinitesimally thin vortex
sheet since in all practicality it never occurs even near the jet nozzle
exit because of boundary layer. Some investigators have ventured into
plane shear layer models such as Graham& Graham(10) (1968), Jones(1?)
(1977), and Koutsoyannis(18) (1980) for example, but none has considered a
curved shear layer.
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II. FORMULATIONOf THEPROBLEM
Consider the problem in which a cylindrical columnof jet fluid moves
axially through a similar stationary fluid medium, extending over the
entire space. The two fluids are ideally separated by a vortex layer that
is equivalent to a shear layer of zero thickness. The jet is taken
with its axis along the z-axis of a cylindrical polar coordinate system
(r, e, z) and to have constant speed U and radius ro' Within the jet,
oriented along the z 0 plane, is placed a ring shaped mass source of radius
rs as shownin Figure II-I.
r
I
U
"
I
~ , I
..
, ~:::_-----,.. •• II.. •
.. •,
..
, rs,
.. ,
,
Vortex Layer
r ..
0 ..
~
z ..
..
~
..
FIGURE11-1 Sketch of the Problem Geometry
Without affecting the underlying phenomena,both fluids are assumed
to have the same speed of sound and density to keep the details simple.
All nonlinear effects including those of viscosity and thermal conducti-
vity will be ignored, which is expected to introduce someuncertainties,
especially in the amplitude prediction of instability waves. Because of
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the axisymmetric nature of the problem, all quantities are independent of
0. variation and the equations satisfied by the velocity potential
4>(r. z, t) are then as follows:
in region I outside the jet
(II-1)
in region II inside the jet
1. I a a ) 2 2 Qc(z)c(r - rs)c (t) r c r (II-2)~a2 a t + U-a--- 4>2- V 4>2= 0
z 2 nr
s
where
(II-3)
a is the speed of sound and Q is the strength of the ring source which is
impulsively activated, i.e. turned on and off at time t = O. The plane
vortex sheet geometry is a special case of the above whenro and r s become
arbitrarily large. Then, by the fact that Q = 2 n r sq, where q is the
source strength per unit length, Equations 11-1 &2 are replaced by:
1 a
24'1
- v24'1 .. 07 d t 2
1 (~t + a )2 2
a2
U ax .412 -v 4>2
• q IS(x) IS(y + Ys) 0 (t)
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y>o
y<o
(II-la)
(II-2a)
where now
V 2 IC + (II -3a)
x being the axial coordinate of the rectangular coordinate system (x,y,z),
the vortex sheet being located at y = 0, and the line source at
y = -Ys' x =o. This line source problemhad been investigated by Chao(4)
and his results will form a basis for comparisonwith the present problem.
There are twomatching conditions at the commonboundary r = ro of the
two regions of irrotational motion. The dynamical condition that the
pressure is continuous across the boundary gives
a¢ 2 'a¢ 2
'at + U '(lZ (11-4 )
The kinematic condition for equal particle displacement n on both sides
of the vortex layer gives
i}¢1 a n a¢2 a '1 U a n (11-5 )=-+
-
---ar-= at , 'ar at a Z
In addition, there are the following conditions that must be
satisfied by the solution. The radiation condition requires that the field
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be radiating outwards at infinity. the finiteness condition is required at
the center of the jet that insures no blow up of the solution there. and
finally the causality condition. which states that the field be unper-
turbed before time t = 0. will apply.
Define lP (r.k.w). the Fourier transform of ct>(r,z,t) as:
1Pj. _1 f rt':
41T2 coJeo
e i(wt - kz) dz dt
ct>j (II-Sa)
ct> = jr j[ e- i (wt-kz) dw dk
j ck cw lPj (II-Sb)
where j = 1, 2, and C" and Cware integration contours in the wave number
k-plane and the frequency w-plane respectively which will satisfy the
causality condition.
Then Eqs. 11-1 &2 reduce to
where
(II -7)
(II-B)
y 2
1
2
w ,,2
= -y-
eo (11-9)
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M=U/Ais the Machnumberof the flow.
The boundary conditions at r = r
s
' Eqs. 11-4 &5 become:
w ~1 = (w - Uk) ~2
d ~(w- Uk) d~ • w d ~ 2dr
(11-10)
(11-11)
Eqs. 11-7 &8 can be recognized as the zeroth order Bessel's equations
and the solution to Eq. 11-7 which is for region 1 is
~ = A H(l) (Y r) + B H(2) (Y r)110 1 101 (11-12)
where H~l) and H~2) are Hankel functions of the first and second kind
respectively, and AI' 81 are constants to be determined. The YI S are
generally complexand if the argumentof Y1 is restricted to non-negative
values, i.e., Im(Y1} > 0, then by the radiation condition, 81 = 0 and
~ 1 reduces to
~ = A H(l) (y r)1 1 0 1
, II
(11-13)
For region II~ the solution to Eq. 11-8 can be put downas:
(11-14)
whereJo and Yoare Bessel's functions of the first and second kind respec-
tively~ and as the equation has an inhomogeneousright hand side~ A
2
and 8
2
are functions of r determined by the variation of parameters. Thus~
AZ =
Q Yo (y Z rs) H (r - rs) + C1167T2
and (II-IS)
B =
-
Q Jo (Y Z rs) H (r - rs) + CzZ 161TZ
where C1 and C2 are constants to be determined and H stands for Heaviside
function.
It is to be noted that in the limiting case of rs-+O~ Yo -+co
However~ with H(r - r s) = 1 - H(rs - r), AZ can be rewritten as
(11-16)
,
where nowas ~ -+0, AZ -+C1 •
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By the finiteness condition. C2 is necessarily zero since as r'" 0.
Yo ... - ~. Therefore. Eq. 11-14 becomes
W2= e1' J (Y 2 r) - Q 2 SH (r)o 16rr (II-17)
where SH(r) = Yo ( Y2 rs) Jo ( Y2 r) H (r s - r) + Jo (Y2 rs }YO(Y2r}H(r-r s).
Even though the condition Im( Y 2) > 0 is not required. that branch is
assumed for consistency with Y1 and this choice also happens to yield a
better form. The constants A1 and c~ can now be solved by applying
boundary conditions Eqs. II - 10 &11.
and
C' =
1
(I1-18)
where SJ =Yl(w- UK)2Hil } O'jrol Jo 0'2 ro) _'Y2W2H~1) (flr o) J.l{Y2ro)
Sy =Y 1l W- UK)2Hi-I} tr'lr o} Yo (Y2ro) _Y2w2H~11 (Y.lro) Y.la 2ro}
Finally. the transformed solutions are obtained as:
{II-19}
___ ----------""161---------------
and
lP2 = (11-20)
(11-21)
The purpose of this work is to derive for the transmitted field
exterior of the jet alone, and therefore only Eq. 11-19 will be dealt with
for its inverse. This, in reality, is clearly of more practical value and
interest than the corresponding reflected field internal to the jet. How-
ever, one mayseek to find it as well by inverting Eq. 11-20 in a manner
similar to that which will be described in the following text, although
moredifficulties are expected, as lP2 appears substantially morecomplex
than lPl' The integral in question is given by Eq. II-6b and substituting
Eq. 11-19 into it gives:
¢ = --:Q,,-=--_[f co+i£ _w_{_w-_U_K_)_J.:...;os=-J(. ....;y2=--r.:::...s_)H.-:..~_1)_(--,Y1~r_) e-i{wt-kz) ctJdk
1 8n3r
o -co -oo+i£
A brief discussion on the selection of integration contours is appro-
priate here. Note that integration with respect to time is to be carried
out prior to space. This is to ascertain that the causality condition can
be dealt with rigorously and unambiguously. If space integration was to be
performed first, then the contour Ck does not have a clear cut choice and
one mayobtain a solution which is non-causal. The wayin which causality
is satisfied is by selecting an £ large enough such that any and all
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singularities associated with the integrand will lie below the contour.
This requires that none of the zeros of SJ be at infinity, an assumption
which will be shownto hold in a later section. It is then apparent that
the field is quiet before time t = 0 by invoki~g Jordan's l.emma. Since the
causality condition is duly fulfilled in the time domainand there isn't a
comparative condition in the space domain, CK assumes the usual intergra-
tion contour along the real axis.
("
The proposed methodof attack is in the spirit of so-called Cagniard's
methodwhich was in wide application on seismic wavepropagation problems
unti 1 recent times. The method may be summarizedin simple terms as a
sequence of a change of integration variable, a contour deformation, and an
exchange in the order of integration. Friedland and Pierce(9) were first
to apply this method on any problem involving wave propagation in fluid
mediums. Its success depends largely on the particular contour chosen for
deformation, as examplified by Chao(3).
First, makethe change of variable. let
(11-22)
which is the complex phase speed. This differs from the original
Cagniard's method in which k/w or the waveslowness is the newvariable.
Eq. 11-21 becomes
18
(II-23)
where
(II-24 )
and
(II-25 )
The contour Ct = C(k) is nowa function of k in accordance with Eq.
11-22 and is shownbelow. It consists of two horizontal paths such that all
the singularities lie below C+whenk > 0 and above C_whenk < O. The
causality condition is observed by again applying Jordan's Lemma.
'0
v t - plane
t = u + iv
C
-1 1 M-l M+l
Figure 11-2 Integration Contour C(k) and
Branch Cuts for r i- r 2
r 1 and r 2 defined by Eq. II-25 have four branch points at
(. = + 1 and £:= M+ 1
To satisfy the commitmentmadepreviously which restricts Im( Yl) > 0 and
Im{ Y2) > 0, the imaginary parts of r 1 and r 2 must have the same sign
as k while integrating along C{k) in the (-plane. Accordingly, branch
cuts are placed as illustrated in Fig. 11-2. This restricts each of the
arguments of (. + 1 and (..:!:. 1 - Mbetweenthe range of - IT and IT while
the range of argument for both r 1 and r 2 will fall withi n 0 and IT
above or -IT and 0 below the real axis for all points, thus automatically
satisfying the requirement on the r IS. Dueto the complexnature of Eq.
________________ .2.0L- _
11-23, an exact expression for ¢ 1 is not possible and someapproximations
will have to be madenext.
21
III. THEAPPROXIMATESOLUTION
a. ASYMPTOMATICEXPANSIONFBESSELFUNCTIONS
Carrying out the exact inverse transform as presented by Eq. 11-23 has
not been possible because 0f the complicated Bessel and Hankelfunctions in
the integrand. These cyl inder functions are now approximated. First,
observe their arguments to contain r0' the jet radius, r s' the source
radius, and r, the radial distance out from the jet. These are physical
parameters which can and wi11 be assumed to be 1arge for the present
problem. Then, provided k r 1 and k r 2 remain finite, the asymptotic (large
argument) series expansions of the cylinder functions can be used. r 1
and r 2 can never be zero since all their zeros must lie within the strip
boundedby the integration contours C±. But the integral in k clearly will
pass through zero and the argumentswill becomevanishingly small near that
point. However, it will be shownthat contribution from small k can be
ignored except in deal ing with instabil ity. The expansions for Hankel
functions are:
HO) (z) =~ 2 [1-
o TIZ
H(1) (z) =l!2 [1 +1 TIZ
i 1 e i (z - ~)
8z J
i 3] i (z _ 3TI )
8z e 4
- n<arg z< zn (III-I)
But the expansions for Bessel functions take on different forms.
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1 tr {[ i3] -i (z -~) [ i3] i (z-37T)}(III-2)
J 1(z ) = 2 "VTIl 1 -""8z e 4 ± 1 + 8z e 4
where plus is for -7T < argz < 7T and minus for a < arg z < 2 TT •
While asymptotic expansions of functions with complex arguments mayvary
in different regions, they usually do not take on different forms in an
overlapping region as indicated by Eq. 111-2. That the expansions for Jo
and Jl differ by the small term in the range of argumentbetween a and 7T
is recognized as Stokes' phenomenon,so called because it was first dis-
covered by Stokes(30) in 1857. It has been confirmed in the present study
that a correct analysis must account for this subtle difference. This
situation does not arise if only one term in the expansion series is used
as Tam{29)did in his analysis. But the solution then simplifies to that
for the plane case because curvature effects enter through higher order
terms. The two forms of expansions for J (z) are each applied in the
following manner. Recall in Chapter II the branch cuts of rl and f2
are defined so that their arguments fall within - 7T and 1T. This means
for k > 0,
-7T < arg (kfj ) < 7T
but for k < 0,
a > arg (kfj ) < 2 TT, j = 1, 2
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By approximately combining Eq. 111-1 with Eq. 111-2. the following
approximation is obtained.
where plus sign is for k < 0 and negative sign for k > O.
In the above.
°1 = 1 + ~k ( 1 1 )rsf2 - rf 1
°2 =
1 (_1 + _3_)_ iBk ro . f 2 f 1
°3 = 1 (2...-+ _1_) + iBkro ~2 r1 (I II-4)
E1
_1_ (_1_ + 1 )+.
= Bk rsf 2 rf '.1
i (_1 _ 2...-)E2 = 1 - Bkr0 f2 f 1
E3
i (2...-__ 1_ )
= 1 + Bkr
o f 2 f 1
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Now,to showthat contributions from small k can be ignored, leading terms
from the powerseries expansions of the cylinder functions are substituted
into the integrand of Eq. 11-23.
k r r 1
~( ~_ M) In{ 2 )
(II1-5)
In the 1imit of k -+ 0, the above quantity can be seen to vanish except at
the zeros of the denominator. Whentreating with instability, its effect
on the integral will be studied. Here, Eq. II-23 is replaced by the
{i 1.ep = aQ1 8;Y;; ex> C
S
approximate form using Eqs. 111-3 and 4.
~(~-M) D1 [ 1+ -it-ei2krsr2] ei kf
01[1- :~ei2kror2]
(II 1-6)
where
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(III-7)
a =1
1
This expression represents the transmitted field from a large ring-shaped
source positioned within a cylindrical jet of large radius r
o
with the
source plane normal to the jet axis. Hence. the radial field distance r is
at least as large as ro' In the special case of r0 and rs becoming
arbitrarily large but retaining a finite difference between them. Eq. 111-
6 reduces to
(III-g)
~hich is not unexpectedly the exact solution to the line source problem as
stated by Eqs. II-la through 3a. Hence. it maybe concluded that the small
k or high frequency effects maybe lost whena real jet is approximated by
a plane vortex sheet.
b. FURTHERAPPROXIMATIONS
The approximate expression of Eq, 111-6 for the transmitted field
<P1 is still too complex for evaluation and further approximations are
necessary. An examination of the integrand shows its denominator to con
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tain a term exponentially small due to the fact that Im(kr 2) > O. and
this permits the following series expansions:
(Ill-IO)
Rewrite Eq. 111-6 as
] i kf ).. ° e' dt:dk
(III-H)
Thus. the integrands in Eq. 11-23 have been transformed to ~nfinite series
following two successive approximations. The integrals are assumedto be
uniformly convergent so that the order of integration and summationcan be
interchanged. Eq. 111-11 then represents the transmitted solution as a sum
of infinite numberof integrals. By attaching physical significance to
contribution from each integral. it will nowbe demonstrated that only a
finite numberof terms are needed to generate a fairly descriptive picture
of the transmitted field. First. it is simple to observe the exact solu-
tion to the line source problem as given by Eq. 111-9 is again reducible
from Eq. III-II. requiring howeveronly its first term. Second. a wealth
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of information can be gleaned through the examination of exponential fac-
tors in these integral solutions. For instance. this factor in Eq. 111-9
carries with it the sense of a wavefront and subsequent motion initiating
from x =0, y = -Ys. which are points on the line source. This reasoning
will be substantiated in a later section for the factors found in each term
of Eq. 111-11, which have a parallel functionality. The first of these is
f as defined by Eq. III-8a and it is identical to the corresponding factor
in Eq. 111-9 just described. Fig. III-la illustrates the fact that f
carries the information on wavefront as it relates to signals comingfrom
the source point closest to the observer field position. The factors in
the subsequent terms all contain f and an expression based on k f2. and it
is not difficult to find an interpretation for each of them. Thus, the
second term relates to signals comingfrom the source point farthest to the
field position as depicted by Fig. III-lb. Since the signals will be
continuous following the wavefront, combination of the first two terms of
Eq. III-ll is seen as descriptive of the transmitted field due to the
primary source-vortex layer interaction, beginning with the wave front
comingfrom A and ending with the contribution from B. The primary inter-
action is clearly without any reflected contributions, which as expected
can be found in the succeeding terms. The field resulting from a single
reflection is contained in the third and fourth terms as indicated by their
respective exponential factor (fourth term is not shownin Eq. 111-11 but
basically it is the product of second and third terms). As illustrated in
Figs. III-Ie and 1d, it begins from A and ends at B with a single reflec-
tion at the interface. This simple argumentcan be applied on subsequent
terms to show that they represent multiple reflections of increasing
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order. Howe(13)suggests that after several reflections, the acoustic
coupling between opposite faces of the jet maybecomelarge. It
x AnyField Point x x x
a. 1st term b. 2nd term c. 3rd term d. 4th term
Figure 111-1 Physical Significance of Terms in Eq. 111-11
will be assumedhere that for small time the contributions arising from
these internal reflections are negligible to the total transmitted field.
With these considerations, just the first two pair of terms in Eq. 111-11
will be evaluated to focus attention on the added role played by the
curvature effects in the transmission mechanism.
c. NON-DIMENSIONALFORM
First, rewrite Eq. 111-11 as follows,
¢l = ¢f + ¢g
= 8n3~ {[ilc~f£J elkf d~dk
+ [10 ( lCOj ] ({(-M)E1 Ok 1.co..t-- 0 c+ Ole 1 9 d~ dk
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(111-12)
where
Notice the similarity as well as the difference between ct>f and ct>g. They
will be treated separately from here on.
dE;dk
(III-B)
where
(III-13a)
(III-13b)Al = i (f 1
2
- f 2
2) (1 - 3 f l f 2)/ 8
A = iro (I I)
- 8 f 2 rs f 1 r
A check on Eq. 111-13 reveals the imaginary part to vanish as anticipated
and hence it can be put in the following equivalent form, with Re to mean
the real part of the integrals.
i~(~-M) [1 + k~: Je ikf
Re[ {t--------- d~ dk
(111-14)
After some algebraic manipulations, this equation is non-dimensionalized
as follows:
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with non-dimensional quantities:
RS
rs R = _r_ K= kr Z =_z_= ,ro ro • 0 ro
F = Z + r 1 (R - 1) + r2 (1 - RS) - ~T (III-15a)
l = T =
1
¢g is similarly put in its non-dimensional form:
eG = 3
4rrVRSR
Here,
d~dK
(III-16)
(II 1-16a)
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~F and ~G do not differ greatly in their appearance but retracing from
previous discussions on the significance of each term. it is to be kept in
mind that while the former contains information on the wave front. the
latter should be free of it since there can only be a single wave front.
Whether or not this is indeed the case will becomeapparent in the final
evaluation of the solutions.
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IV. INVERSEANALYSIS
a. THECONDITIONOFCAUSALITY
In two previous chapters, an integral solution of the transmitted
field which approximates for large values of radial lengths and which
excludes any contributions arising from internal reflections is derived.
This inversion integral with its non-dimensional form as given by Eqs. 111-
15 &16 is evaluated in the present chapter to the simplest analytic repre-
sentation possible. To begin with, an examination of the integrand is made
(see AppendixA) to identify all the singularities. The branch points and
the real pole which exists whenM> 2 associated with neutral stability
wave are identical to that found in the plane vortex sheet case. The
instability pole is complicated by being a function of wavenumberas well
as frequency in contrast to the plane case and detailed examination will be
presented later in its appropriate place.
Recall the integration paths for ( and K are originally as follows.
K runs from 0 to co while ( moves along the path C+ such that a11
singularities are restricted to lie below it. Then, the condition of
causal ity can be checked by invoking Jordan's lemma as illustrated in
Figure IV-2.
v-1 1 M-1
Figure IV-2
M+1
Since there is no singularities within the closed contour of C+ and
the deformed path CT- , the integrals vanish by Cauchy's Integral
Theorem. That is,
R-R > r ¢ =0s r F
(IV-3)
The first implies that before time T equals R - Rs' which is the minimum
time for the wavesto reach the field point R, ¢ F remains zero to satisfy
the physics that before the secondary sources on the interface are excited,
there cannot be any response from the transmitted field. Before elabo-
rating on the second condition given in Eq, IV-3, it is expedient to
reflect on the differences between ¢F and ¢ G that are easily discernible
in Eqs. 111-15 &16. The developmentof Chapter III pointed to the fact
that their sum characterizes only the di~ectly transmitted field, having
disregarded all successive terms arising from one or more reflections at
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the interface. Aquestion comesup as to whythe characterization goes in
pairs. whoseanswermayvery well rest with the curvature variations. For
if the field point of interest is at p. as illustrated in Fig. IV-3. the
top half of the circular interface is seen to have the curvature. say, in a
positive sense. Top half of the ring source similarly has its curvature in
the samesense, but that of the lower half clearly has the opposite sense.
This makes it plausible for an interpretation of ~F and ~G in the manner
described below. ~F is representative of the transmitted field arising
from top half of the source as depicted in Fig. IV-3b, and the first
condition of Eq. IV-3 which implies the initiation of the wavefront from
point A nearest point P, applies as it gives the minimumtime necessary for
the waves to make contact with the field point. Obviously, transmission
cannot occur pri or to thi s time. On the other hand, ~ G represents the
field originating from lower half of the source as is apparent from Fig.
IV-3c. and the second condition of Eq. IV-4 which cannot have anything to
do with the wave front, applies as again it furnishes the minimumtime
before transmission from any point on the lower half source is possible.
xP
a
xP
b
Figure IV-3
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xP
•I
c
It can be concluded from the previous discussion that the integral
solutions represented by Eqs. 111-15·&16 exhibit the causality conditions
properly and this clears the way for the inverse analysis. For the
inequalities of Eq. IV-3 to hold in the opposite sense, i.e. < instead of
>, Jordan's Lemmarequires taking the lower semi-circle on Fig. IV-2 which
nowtogether with C+ forms a region containing all the singularities as
well as the branch cuts. Basically, the inverse analysis entails the
evaluation of residues coming from the singularities and integrating
around the branch cuts. While residues are relatively simple to evaluate,
branch cut integrations for complicated integrand such as the ones
encountered presently are not likely to be easy nor manageable to yield a
final expression useful for applications. This is the reason whya partic-
ular technique is demandedfor the analysis.
b. ZEROIMAGINARYCONTOURS
Cagniard's technique will be employed in similar fashion as Chao
applied it to his plane vortex sheet problems. The success to this method
lies in finding a path for contour deformation such that integration along
the branch cuts need not be concerned with and an exchange in the order of
integration can be madeconsistent with the causality condition. In other
words, the idea is to find a way to integrate with respect to K first
instead of E; because that is substantially less cumbersometo carry out
than the other way around. Anexamination of Eqs. 111-15 & 16 shows that
if a contour on which Im(F) or Im(G) is greater than zero can be found,
then the power raised to the exponent in either integral will have a
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negative real quantity for all K, and along such a path, the order of
integration can be altered without any violation. So the functions F and G
will be studied next. Recall
(IV-4)
First, it is observed that they are purely real along the real axis not
covered by the branch cuts of f 1 and f 2• A parametric equation which
defines the curves of Im(F) = 0 or Im(G)= 0 not on the real axis can be
determined. Chao showed in his plane vortex sheet problem that these
curves are oval-shaped. Here the sameis anticipated as the functions are
quite similar, but the curves which shall be designated CFO and CGO are
numerically searched instead. A computer program can be set up with
relative ease and generate a whole array of themby varying the parameters
X, R, Rs' and T. Someexamples are shownin Fig. IV-4 with just the top
half as they are symmetrical about the real axis. Several observations can
be maderegarding these curves. Whetheror not they split into two depends
primarily on the Machnumber. For M < 2 whenthe branch cuts overlap, a
single curve is maintained, whereas for M> 2 after the branch cuts become
separated, two similar curves will evolve around the cuts whenthe timeT
is at least greater than that shownin the inequality of Eq. IV-3. When
time is small, the oval-shaped curve is very large for all Machnumbers.
As time grows larger, the curve starts to move in and becomes
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smaller until whenT gets infinitely large, the curve(s) will just barely
wrap around the branch cuts. Finally, the curves usually bias to one side
or the other depending on the values of Rand Rs as they resemble weights
to r1 and r 2 respectively. All the backgroundinformation just secured
on CFO and CGOwill help in the analysis later.
Nowthat the question of where and howthe imaginary parts of F and G
vanish has been thoroughly resolved,· it is possible to establish the con-
tours along which the individual imaginary parts are always greater than
zero. These shall be designated by CF+ and CG+ respectively and a sketch
is shownin Fig. IV-5.
(a) (b)
Figure IV-5 Sketch of Contours CF+, CG+
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The plus and the minus symbols in double prime quotes are indicative of the
signs of F or G in the various regions. The jumps across contours where
the imagina~y parts vanish are distinctly clear. CF+, or identically CG+,
for that matter, wadesthrough the positive imaginary regions in the manner
shown. Fig. IV-Sa illustrates the case whenM< 2 or M > 2 but t small.
In such a case, the contour is inside of CFO above the real axis and
outside of CFO below. WhenM > 2 and there are two of the zero imaginary
curves as illustrated by Fig. IV-Sb, then the contour takes a little detour
into the lower half spaces between the branch cuts such that the local
portion of the real axis outside of CFO is exterior of CF+ as well. A point
which is rather self-evi dent will be made here. Note that whereas the
contour CFO or CGOis uniquely determined for a given set of parametric
values, there is no clear-cut choice on CF+ or CG+. This is simply due to
the fact that regions of positive imaginary part spread over a large area.
The added flexibility thus acquired in the selection of a contour might be
)nterpreted on first thought to give rise to sometechnical difficulties in
performing the actual contour deformation. However,taking a closer look,
one would expect the final solution to be independent of the particular
contour selected, because there cannot possibly be more than one solution
for a problem so well defined as the present. This supposition will in
fact be shownto be true.
From here on, the analysis will be described for 4>Fonly, with the
understanding that results for ~ Gcould be similarly obtained. It is easy
to see that while somesingularities will be enclosed by CF+, others will
be left out depending on the particular contour chosen. The final results
___________________ -'AUO _
however will be the same regardless of the choice made. Actually. the
question of where the poles are located with respect to CFO is of greater
importance and is examinednext. As the imaginary part of F is zero along
CFO• it is natural to look at the sign of F to see whether a point is in or
out of the closed contour. First, consider ~1 and ~ 2 which are given
in Eq. A-2. Substitute them into F defined by Eq. IV-4 and sort out the
real and imaginary parts.
F = Z + ~ [ Vr~2 + 1 - 1] (R + RS _ 2) T~
± [(M2 +1)~ _ (~2 + 1)] ~[(R ~ RS) (VM2+1+1 ) _ T]
= a± i B (IV-5)
In agreement with Fig. IV-5, ~1.2 will be inside of CFO if B > 0 and
outside if B < O. Using the Heaviside step function, let
[
{R - R) ..{ \ ]
HI = H T - M S {·VM2+1+ 1} (IV-5a)
~ 3' ~4 and ~ 5 as defined in Eq. A-2 are on the real axis along which
the imaginary part of F vanishes. Therefore, someother check is neededto
determine where they are in relation to CFO• First of all, these poles
will be enclosed by CFO as long as it is a single curve. Whenthey split
into two, then a condition exists for the poles to fall outside of CFO•
Since its derivation is similar to that found in Appendix1 of Chao(3),
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only the condition itself will be presented here. The poles ~ 3, 4, 5
will be outside of CFO if the inequality represented by the following is
satisfied.
v
Figure IV-6
~m~R-i) {<m- Ml(1 - Rsl~ > r r + r (~)1 ""IT1 2 m m= 3, 4, 5 (IV-6)
~6' which is the pole of K + A2 I( r 1 r 2 hI)' will be examined
later for its movementas a function of K and howthat will relate to CFO.
c. EVALUATIONOFINTEGRALS
To begin with, break up ~ F given by Eq. III-IS into three parts as
follows: .
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¢A =l~ iE;{~-M) K ei KF d~ dK (IV-8)Al AK+ 2
r1r2A1
=~:t: i~(~AM)L- K ei KF d~ dK (Iv-g)¢B A 2o c+ 2 K+ r1f 2AI
¢C =11 iE;(~-M)L ei KF de dK (IV-I0)c+ A2
¢ Band ¢ C can be combinedbut they are evaluated separately for mathe-
matical simplicity. As discussed at somelength earlier, the main idea in
the inverse analysis is to deform from C+ to CF+ as illustrated in Fig.
IV-7. ByCauchy's Integral Theorem,integration along C+is nowequivalent
to the sumof integrations along CF+' Ct+ as PT+ -+ co and Cj's which
gives the residues of all the poles exterior to CF+. Because the
integrands decay as goodor better than 1/ ~ 2 for ~ becoming very 1arge,
the contour makes no contribution by Jordan's Lemmand thus Eqs. IV-8 to
10 following the contour deformation becomes (with the poles indexed in
accordance with AppendixA):
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vFigure IV-7 Integration Contours
~ = ~ + ~ =fi~(s-M)fro K
A Al A2 Al A2c· 0F+ K+ r r A
121
K
e iKF dKd~
iKFe . d~ dK (IV-ll )
-rtf
o J c.
J
~ = ~ + ~ =.<6i~(~-M)L_iro K iKF
B B1 82 ~r A2 A2 e dKd~F+ 0 K+ f f A
1 2 1 (IV-12)
K A ei KF d~ dK, j = 3,6
K + 2
f 1f2A1
1a> ei KF dKd~
o
e iKF ds dK
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(IV-l3)
In the representations abovet an exchangeof order of integration has been
effected along CF+ where the real part of iKF is positive. For the
present t all poles have been assumedto fall outside of CF+ even though the
final outcomewill not depend on where the poles lie in relation to CF+ "
Ff rst , let
IK = fcc K A e iKF dK (IV-14)
o K + 2
r 1r2A1
and evaluate this integral which occurs in ~ Al and ~ Bl' By a simple
translation and a rotation of the K-coordinatet it is possible to transform
I K into a form involving exponential integral as follows:
(IV-IS)
where KE.; = - A 2/{ r 1 r 2 A1) is the moving pole in the K-plane
discussed in Appendix A and Ei (-iK E.; F) represents the exponential
integral
Thust
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Notice that ~ B11and ~ C1 are the sameintegrals but opposite in sign to
drop out from the above. Now,the integrand of ~A11 behaves as
s(E;-M) -+- 1 I~ I 4 ex)
A1F ~2
making it possible to deform from CF+ to ~ as shownin Fig. IV-8.
v
Fig. IV-8 Contour Deformation of ~Al1
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Integration over C~ does not contribute as can be seen from the above by
taking p~ infinitely large. Thus,
d~ (IV-I8)
whereCois evaluated if and whenthe zero of F lies exterior of CF+ . Cj's
prevail by the previous assumption that the enclosed poles are all outside
of CF+. By the residue theorem, Eq. IV-I8 is evaluated to give
~Al1 = - 2n;[ t QA (~) QF{~) ]1 I + I~= (IV-19)J=l dJi.1 dFd~ ~=~. d~ ~o1
where
and
The zero of F is denoted by ~ 0 and deserves somediscussion for its
physical significance. Consider first the fact that those points where F
vanishes are also the intersection points for Re{F) and Im{F) where they
both vanish. Earlier, it was shown (Fig. IV-4) that curves of Im(F) = 0
which are denoted by CFO are oval-shaped. In Fig. IV-9, the curves of
Re(F) = 0 are illustrated along with the corresponding curves CFO• These
curves in general must and can be determined numerically without much
difficulties. Basically, the real part of F is shownto vanish along a
curve that approaches a straight line perpendicular to the real axis when
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far awayfrom CFO' Only the upper half is shownin both Figs. IV-4 and 9
because the curves are symmetric about the real axis. Furthermore. CF+ is
such that it always encloses the lower half of CFO together with the branch
cuts and hence the need to include them in the analysis is circumvented as
a consequence of the contour deformation.
The position of ~ 0 is found to be a function of time. For small
time. it is on the real axis exterior of CFO which whensubstituted into
Eq. IV-19 gives rise to a purely imaginary quantity. This clearly does not
contribute to the real transmitted field represented by ~ F of Eq. 111-15 •
.~ 0 movestoward GFa with growing time (Fig. IV-lOa) and reaches the point
where CFO meets the real axis (Fig. IV-lOb). Beyond this time. ~ 0
becomescomplexby movingonto and oscillating back and forth on CFO (Fig.
IV-IOc) for all times. This is true with one exception that occurs for
M > 2 whenCFO splits into two parts as exemplified in Figure IV-9. For
these cases. ~ 0 mayfall onto the real axis between the two parts so that
even for time greater than TOft it can becomereal again. Whereas ~ 0
does not contribute for time T< TOFbecause it gives rise to a purely
imaginary quantity. it always yields a real quantity to Eq. IV-19 for
T> TOF and therefore contributes to the transmitted sound field. Recall
the condition of causality given by Eq. IV-3 which states that ~F = 0 for
T< R - RS' the minimumtime of sound propagat i on from source to vortex
layer. Throughnumerical calculations, TOF is found to be the minimumtime
of wave arrival at a field point of interest and TOF R - RS is obvious.
Thus. ~O provides just the geometric acoustics contributions. In fact.
it has been verified that all the remaining contributions, which arise from
sound-vortex sheet interations. arrive at later times than TOF'
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v ReF = 0 v ReF = 0 v ReF =0
ImF= 0
a. T<T oF
ImF= 0
b. T = ToF
ImF= 0
c. T >ToF
Figure IV-10 ~O MotionAnalogyof WavePropagati~n
Next, focus attention on 4>A2which can be rewritten from Eq. IV-ll
as
4> -A2 -
6E 4> ,
j=l A2j
4>A2'=£0>1:.
J 0 1;.
J
Whenj = 1 and ~1 is inside of CFO so that Im{F) > 0 on C1, an exchange
in the order of integration is possible. Then, by using Eqs. IV-14 &15
for IK, 4>A21reduces to
QI\I (E,;)
4>A21 = 2rri dill - ¢A2cj
err- ~=~ j = 11
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(IV-20)
where for general purposes
~A2cj (IV-20a)
For the case of j = 2, ~ 2 has to be inside of CF+ when its complex
conjugate ~1 lies within CFO• Thus, ~ A22 =O. Whenj = 1 but ~1 is
outside of CFO so that Im(F) < 0 on CI' ~ A21 can be evaluated in the
following manner.
~=~1
where again for general purpose
(IV-21)
.H,
j=l
- ~A2Cl + ~A2K.
J
=~ iSA;-Ml[C-L]-K•K-=-A~-2-
r 1r2!\1
= 27Ti
~A21
~ A2Kj -fa;{i~(~-M) K e i KF d~ dK
- j Al A 2
_ex> c• K+ r r AJ 1 2 1
(IV-21a)
Eq. IV-21 alone is sufficient to represent ~ A21for both cases since the
Heaviside function HI' which is defined by Eq. IV-Sa, is zero when ~ 1
lies outside of CFO and Eq. IV-20 is recovered. When ~ 1 is outside of
CFO' so is E;,2 and it may lie on the outside of CF+" Then,
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c:> A22 = 2 1T i c:> A2C2
(IV-22)
~4 and ~ 5 are points on the real axis and exterior of CF+ so that the
imaginary part of F is greater than zero on the portion of C4 and C5 below
the real axis and less than zero above. Thus,
= 2 1T i
- ¢ A2Cm
t:=~m
+ m = 4, 5 (IV-23)
In ¢ A2Km'the integral along Cm is for the upper half only. Whenj = 3,
the situatio~ is similar to j = 4 or 5 because t 3 is also a point on the
real axis exterior of CF+.
¢ A23 = 2 1T i (IV-24)
In summary,
- ¢A2Cj
t= ~.J
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(IV-25)
Evaluation of ~ A26will be saved for a later section as it requires
special treatment. Note the absence in Eq. IV-25 of any additional factors
to indicate when and where each term is present. For example, ~1 is
present only whenM< 2 ~and where it is exterior of CF+ so that the
corresponding terms wouldvanish if these conditions are not met. The same
in a consistent manner is implied on Eq. IV-19 but the factors are not
tagged on in the meantimefor simplicity. Byduplicating the procedure of
~ A2' the following results are obtained.
where
-2 IT i
Q1l2(E,;)
dll 2
~
QIl
2
(E,;)
dll 2
~
+ ~C2K
(IV-26)
(IV-27)
~B2C =,( iE;(~-M)L
:fc 1123 Kr
eiKE,;FE
i
( OKF)
." -1 E,; dE,;
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Again, c%>B26will be evaluated later along with 4lA26. Next, 4lA2K3and
4l B2K3are simplified further by directly substituting ~3 = M/2 into
these integrals and working out the double integration.
~A2K3 = 2n2 S~~~M)
T
_ 2
¢S2K3- 2n
where
S=S3
S=S3 (IV-28)
(IV-28a)
23M _ 8
(IV-28b)
~ (8-M2)
HKF= H[F{~3)J H[M-2]H[2{2- MJ
It will nowbe shownthat ~ A2Kj's' where j = 1, 2, 4, 5 all vanish in
reference to earlier remarks. Take ~ A2Klfor illustration and the rest
will follow in likeness.
4lA2Kl
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Then, it is quite clear that the residue contribution from the two parts
are equal but opposite in sign to bring about a zero net contribution.
Integrals dealt with up to the present have not involved elaborate
treatment and most have been reduced to analytic simplicity, with the
remainder purposely left incomplete for the moment. Next, attention will
be placed on c%>A12 and c%>812 which are expressed in Eqs, IV-16 & 17.
First, recall the exponential integral is likewise expressible in terms of
the incomplete Gammafunction, i.e. Ei(Z) = - r (0, -z). r (a ,z) is an
entire function of d' but in general, except when a is an integer, it is
a many-valuedfunction of z with a branch point at z = 0(7). Since a = 0
here, Ei(-iK E;F) is analytic in the E;-plane. However,at E;0' which is
the zero of F, the argument vanishes and this cau,ses the exponential
integral to diverge. Thus, E;Ois a singular point. Expressed in series,
eo
E
1
" (-iK~ F) = Y+ ln (iK t'F) + 1:
'1;, ., n=l nJ n (IV-29)
where Y is Euler's constant. Clearly, in the limit as E;-+E(),so that
F -+ 0, Ei presents there a logarithmic singularity which is defined as a
branch point. For each E;0 whenit is complex, there is also its complex
conjugate ~o*. But since this point will always be enclosed by CF+, only
E;Oneeds to be concerned with. Now,aslE;l-+<x> • iK E;F -+ lIE;
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Certainly. Ei{O) diverges. but note -iKf; FEi (-iK( F) which for large
behaves as
By L'Hospital's rule
f co e-t dtlim lit,; t
(-+00 ~
Furthermore.
1im
= ~-+OO
1
7
-t
e
t
t= 00
-+- Q
1im
~-+=
1
and in ~A12 and ~B12. respectively.
~ _1_
~2
1
Therefore. the integrands of ~A12and 4>B12are shownto behave as 1/~ 3
or better for ( becoming very large. This makes it possible to deform
the integration contour in a manner identical to that illustrated by Fig.
IV-8 used in the evaluation of ~All. Without the branch point. contibu-
tions arise only from those poles exterior of CF+. as in the case before.
Here. with the branch point at (Q. additional contribution will result
from integration over the branch cut that must be made to account for the
multi-valuedness. Thus.
_______________ .56~ _
~A12 = ~A12s + ~A12b
=- t f i~(~-M) x, eiK~F E
l
. (-iKC"F)d~
j=l . AI'" ....
J
-f
cb
(IV-30)
where Cb is the contour around the branch cut which is to be di scussed
next. The character of ~ 0 was examined in detail and portrayed by Fig.
IV-IO. Essentially, before time equals T OF' which is the minimumtime for
the waves to arrive at a given field point, ~ 0 stays on the real axis.
After UF' ~ 0 moves onto CFO to becomecomplex. There is no unique way
of making the branch cut but definitely it should be made in the most
uncomplicating manner. For instance, it is highly desirable that the cut
be strai ght and bypass CFO and CF+. So, the cut can be made in the
subsequent forms. Before T = OF'depending on which side the point ~ 0
may be positioned, it is made along the real axis awayfrom CFO as depicted
in Fig. IV-ll. This simplifies the integration in that it is performed
with respect to u alone. Substitute the series expression Eq. IV-29 for
the exponential integral into Eq. IV-30 and clearly, only the ln term will
contribute as the other two terms are single valued on Cb•
C7
v
v
Figure IV-II Branch Cut Before 1JF
With the branch point not contributing over the vanishing circle Cbo'
cI>A12bbecomes
cI>A12b=- i +C
bu bL
Let (IV-31)
which is real along Cbu and CbL• But,
ln (iK~F) = ln (~ ei S) = ln ~ + is
where ~ = IiK~ FI is the same but e is di scant i nuous on the two
paths. For ~o< 0, e = n on Cbu and e = - n on CbL, and for ~o > 0,
e = 0 on Cbu and e = 2n on CbL• This quite simply leads to:
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f,;"
~A12b = ; 2 TT fwDSF(U) du f,; < 00
i.<0
= i 2 TT
_00 SF(u) du f,; > 0 (IV-32)0
Since the above is a purely imaginary quantity, it will not add on to the
overall transmitted field. However,later in dealing with ~ G' the same
integral wouldyield a real quantity whichwill be shownto have a signifi-
cance relating to the causality condition.
The express ion for ~A12bobtained above is for T less than lQFwhen
~ is real. Now,turn attention to T greater than 'tQF. Oncemore, the
branch cut can be made straight and awayfrom CFO and CF+ as depicted in
Fig. IV-12 for the two possible cases of (1) f,;Obeing complex and (2)
f,; 0 being real but in between two CFOIS.
v
v
----:~-+-~~--~u
Figure IV-12 Branch Cut After TOF
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The simplification of ~A12b directly follows by employing again the
procedure taken for T < TOF.
~A12b
where So = u + iv. By the same development,o 0
(IV-32a)
~B12 = ~B12s + ~B12b (IV-33)
where for T < T OF
i 2n 1So~ B12b = - ex> TF (u) du S < 00
= - i 2n IsoTF (u) du S > 0 (IV-34)0
00
for T > DF
~ A12b
with
= i 2 n (IV-34a)
= (IV-34b)
_________________ ~6'O~ _
and
4>8125
5
= Ej=1 f,
J
(IV-35)
Note howeverthat when j +.3, - iKE;F -+ co Express the exponenti a1
integral by its asymptotic expansion for large arguments,
E.(-iK F) = - e-iKL [1- 1 2 ....]+ (iKE;F)2+1 E; ;K~F iKl
and substitution into Eq. IV-35 leads to, for j = 3,
f i~(E;-M)L- [1- 1 + 2 .... .) dE;
c .
/1.2 ;K~F {;Kt:J)2 +J
The above showsthat those points are no longer poles and hence reduce to
zero. Thus Eq. IV-35 ;s replaced by
'" = f ;~(~-M)L_ K iKc-F E ( 'K F) dt"~ 812 A t" e ~ l' -1 t" ~S c JL2 ~ ~
3
(IV-35a)
This completes the analysis of 4>F with the exception of 4>A26and 4>826
which will be dealt with in the section on instability as they can be
directly linked together. For the time being, an intennediate summary
shall be madeby collecting all the terms which have just been evaluated.
The reason for having kept someterms in their incompleted fonns becomes
immediately clear as a multitude of cancellation takes place. So, write
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(IV-36)
is only complicated slightly in the determination of
Interpretation of these results will be reserved for a subsequent section
but a brief description is in place here for clarity of the above equation.
Thefirst term (Eqs. IV-4&19) requires a simple analytic evaluation which
~ • The second and
o
third terms defined by Eqs. IV-28 &28a contain details on the resonance
waves as indicated by the delta function operating on F( ~ 3) which is
fairly simple to calculate. The definition of ¢A12band ¢ B12bfrom
Eq. IV-31 to Eq. IV-34b depends on the time T and their evaluation require
numerical integrations that may lead to some technical difficulties.
Finally, the last two terms whosedefinitions can be found in Eqs. IV-II &
12 will be tackled later as mentioned.
To complete the analysis, Eq. IV-16 for ¢G will be evaluated next.
Since the course taken is identical to that for ¢ F' the intermediary steps
leading to the final solution will not be described. However,while there
are similarities between ¢ F and ¢ G to high extent, there are also subtle
but distinct differences and these are pointed out in careful examination.
First, write downthe results as follows:
(IV-37)
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where the expression for G is found in Eq. IV-4 and
(IV-37a)
(IV-37b)
Before the wave arrives i < i OG
4>012b= - 2rr [. 00SG (u) du
Uo
= - 2rr[_00SG (u) du
o
¢E12b = - 2rr[00TG (u) du
o
= - 2rrfccTG (u) du
Uo
and after the wave arrives T > TOG
, where now ~o is the zero of G.
~ > 0
o
~ < 0
o
(IV-37d)
~ > 0o
~ < 0
o
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¢1012b= - 27T ;:f1:JSG (uo + iv) dv
o
00
¢lE12b= - 2 7T.J; TG (uo + i v) dv
o
(IV-37e)
with
SG (EJ = i~(E';-M) K~eiK~GAl
1G (~) = i s:(s-r~) L+ K ei K~GA2 ~
lastly,
(IV-37f)
K
K + A2
f 1f 2!l1
K e iKG d~dK
K + !l2
=-::~-
f If 2!l1
It is immediately recognizable that there is a certain oddity about the
first item in that this quantity can be non-zero before time equals TOG
which is the minimum time for signals from the lower half of the ring
source to arrive at a given field position. This appears to be in viola-
tion of the causality condition established in Eq. IV-3, but a closer
examination points to the resolution of this contradiction at once. It
might be kept in mind that the causality condition simply requires ~ G to
be zero before T'OG and not each term which makes up its expression. So, if
the terms can be shown to sum up to zero, then the causality condition is
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quite obviously satisfied. To do this» first examine the terms that make
up 4>F where this problem is not encountered. The reason is there» in Eq,
IV-36» the first term vanishes before ~ equals TOF and furthermore» the
terms 4>A12b and 4>B12b make zero contribution as they are purely
imaginary quantity. Now»returning to 4>G' it can be seen that while the
first term is real before TOG' 4>012b and 4>E12b which correspond to
4>A12b"and 4>B12balso makepurely real contribution. The fact that e G
had been shown to satisfy the causality condition at the outset and then
havi ng properly carri ed out the i ntegrat i on all the way provi des for a
sufficient ground to assume that these terms have the self-cancellation
quality. However» this point cannot be easily substantiated as direct
proof is not possible. It will be necessary to perform the numerical
i ntegrat i on on 4>012b and 4>E12band then to compare with the quant ity of
the first term. Next» observe that ¢ 02K3 and 4>E2K3 are purely
imaginary in contrast with the parallel terms in 4>F which are real and as
mentioned can be related to resonance waves. Here» they simply do not
contribute probably due to the influence of curvature effects. Lastly» it
wi11 just be remarked that 4>026 and 4> E26 are again referred to as
instability integrals and together with their counterparts in 4>F will be
treated in the next section.
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v. THEINSTABILITYANALYSIS
This chapter is devoted to the examination of those terms identified
as instability integrals in the last section. First, restate them:
~ A26
826
= ff ;«~;M) K ei KF dE;dKA
c6 K+ 2f 1f2A1
co
=I f i~(SAM)L K ei KF dE;dKA
o c6 2 K+ 2f 1f2111
~D26 is similar to ~ A26except in the absence of i and the function F
being replaced by G. Taking awayi and replacing L_ and F by L+ and G
respectively in ~A26 transforms it to the expression for ~ E26. What
these integrals have in commonis the fact that they all diverge. It can
and will in fact be shownthat this occurs only in a limited region in
space and time as expected. Recall that C6 is a small circle of vanishing
radius about the movingpole of l/(K+ A 2/ f l f 2 AI). Clearly, C6 is a
function of K and by continuously varying K, the movementof the pole will
follow a certain path C. This path C is merely an approximation to the
actual path Cs which is traced from the original eigenequation SJ defined
in Eq. 11-24. In fact, Cs may not be the only path of SJ. However,any
other possible paths of SJ will not be be considered as they play no role
in the stability analysis, which is the real concern here. That any path
other than Cs can be disregarded has been shownby Morgan(26)and Munt(27).
The most central issue here is, howwell does C approximate CS1 Getting
the answer to this question is not a trivial matter as Cs remains an
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unknownbecause of its complexity which was the reason for making approxi-
mations in the first place. So the alternative is to obtain not the exact
but a fairly accurate picture by taking more terms in the asymptotic
expansions. But before going on with that idea, examinefirst the curve C
which can be constructed rather simply. Fig. V-I showsa numberof curves
for various Mach numbers. Observe that in the limit of K tending to
infinity, every curve independent of the Mach number moves toward the
corresponding point of I + r l r 2 =O. This comes as no surprise since K
equals infinite is the short wavelength limit where the plane vortex sheet
analysis is valid and the zeros of I + r 1 r 2 give rise to instability
waves in that analysis. In the other extreme of K tending to 0, observe
the curve movestoward and overshoots Mslightly for the case of M=0.5.
This path is surely acceptable since the original path of integration C+
can be placed above the curve in accordance with its requirement. But the
figures show that for all the other Mach numbers, their corresponding
curves C seemto moveout toward infinity. If this was true, then C+would
have been crossed in violation of the causality condition. However,
considering the present problem to be well set up, there is no reason to
believe that such incompatibility can take place and the paths are highly
suspicious of being far from representing the true paths CS• The fact that
C appears to fail in describing Cs for small K is not entirely unexpected
since the asymptotic expansions for large Kwere carried only to the second
term. Now,one more term will be appendedas suggested beforehand. Thus,
the expansions for Hankel functions are:
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°l {+.[1- L __ 9_ ] e Hz - -i-)Ho z) = 8z 128z2
O( ~ [1+ i3 + 15 ] 1 (z _ ~'Ii_)HI z) = 8Z e 4128l'liZ
with their arguments in between- TI and 2 TI • The expressions for Bessel
9 ]e-i(Z-~ )]
128/
15 ] e-i(z- 3~ )1
128z2
9
funct ions are:
J (z ) = _1_V_2- {[I - .L - --=--] e i(z- ~ ) +[1+ 8zi -
o 2 TIZ 8z 128z2
J (z) = _l_~ 2 {[I+ --i1+ 15 ] e i(z- ~TI)+ [1-813z f
1 2 TIZ 8z 128z2
where these expansions are valid in the region - 'IT to TI The expan-
sions for the region of 0 to 2 TI deviate from the above in the manner
consistent with the differences between Eqs. 111-2 of the two-term expan-
sions. Then~ in reference to Eqs. 111-4 &5, the following definitions are
derived.
. 1 1 ) 1 ( 1 9 9 )
°1 = I + --' (- - +8k f 2 rs f 1 r 64k2 f 1f2rsr 2f1
2r2 2 22fI rs
°2 i
+ _1_ (_1_ + -L) + i 3 15 + 9 )
= -
64k2ro
2 (--8kro f 2 f 1 f 1f2 2f 2 2f 21 2
°3 i
+ 1 ( -.L + _1_) ; ( 3 + 9 15 )= -
64k2ro
2 2f 2 2f 28kro f 2 f 1 f 1f2 1 2
EI i +
1 1 + 1 ) - 1 ( 1 9 + __ 9_)= 8k (f 2rS 64k2 +fIr f 1f2rsr 2f 2r2 2 21 zr2 's
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E2 = 1 -
(_1 __ 3 ) + 1 (3 + 15 9 )8kro 2f 2 - 2f 2f 2 f 1 64k2r 2 f 1f20 1 2
E3
i 3 1 1 ( 3 9 + 15 )= 1 + Bk (-- -) +ro f2 f 1 64k2r
o
2 f 1f2 2f 2 2f 21 2
Following some algebraic manipulations, 01 and 02 in Eq. 111-8 nowbecome
°1 = - i (f 1+f2) (1 + r 1r2) + Bk : f (r 1 + r2) (r 1 - r2) (I - 3f1r2)ro 1 2
+ i3 2 (~, + r2) {f1 - r2)2 (3 - 5 r 1 2)128{kr
o
r 1f2) I
°2 =- (r 1 - r2) (1 - r 1r2) + Bkr:f 1f2 (f 1 - r2) (r 1 + r2) {1 + 3f 1r2)
2(r 1 + r2) (3 + 5 r 1r2) (r 1- r2)
Without getting into the mathematical details, it can simply be stated that
the above will transform the expression for the movingpole in the denom-
inators of Eqs. III-IS &16 to the form
K2 + A2 K + _A--'3=---_=_-
flr2~1 {rlr2)2~1
where Al and A2 are defined as before in Eq. 1II-13a and 13b, and
3
A3 = - 128
Obviously, the quadratic equation will allow for two br-anch of curves
traced by its zero as a function of K. In order to select the appropriate
branch, first rewrite the above for its zero as
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i(r - r }(1-3 r r ){ 6(3-5r1r2)(1+rlr2)]~J
K + 1 2 1 2 1 ± [1 - - (V-I)16r r (1 + r r ) (1 - 3 r r )2 - 01 2 1 2 1 2
Thent it is at once clear that the plus branch is to be taken since near the
zeros of (l + r 1 r 2) t thi s expression reduces to
K+
i(r 1 - r 2) ( l - 3r 1r2)
Sf 1r2 (l + r1r2)
=0
which is dealt with whentwo-term expansions are used. Nowt a newset of
curves C are obtained numerically and sketched in Fig. V-2 based on the
positive branch of Eq. V-I and the same curves in Fig. V-I have been
superposed for the sake of comparison. For M= 0.5 t the two curves are
very nearly the same and approach the point ~ = M=0.5 overshooting in
the former and undershooting presently. For higher Machnumberst the
two curves are, decidedly different except near the K = co limit where
falling back to the points of the zeros of 1+ r l r 2 is expected. In the
case of M=1.St the curve appears to head toward the point ~ =Mbut then
undershoots it drastically. For both M= 2.5 and 3.5 t the curves again
visibly diverge but not before the movetowards their respective point of
~ = Mhas becomemore than evident. Oncemoret the reason for diverging
in the direction of infinity is inescapably due to the smallness of K on
that portion of the curves. It might be concluded then that the three-term
expansion still falls short of yielding a representative picture of CSt
thus requiring additional terms. Onthe other handt there is no question
about the notable improvementof the three-term curves over the two-term
ones in snowingmore sense of direction. Unmistakablyvisible is the fact
that all curves nowseem to movetoward the point ~ = Mt leading to the
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speculation that Cs is a smoothcurve whoseend points are at the zeros of
1 + r 1 r2 in the large K limit and at f; = M in the small K limit.
Therefore, it wouldsuffice to prove that the curve can indeed be traced to
f; = Min the limit of K -+ O. This approach is preferred over manipu-
lating on extra terms in the asymptotic expansions which can be rather
cumbersome. For small K, it is necessary to exapnd sj in ascending series
and here to the second terms as follows:
J (z) = 1 -o +
z
= 2-
z3
16 + •••
Jl)(z) = (1 - ~2 ) + i ; {1n( ~) - ~2 [1n(+l + y- 1]]+....
( I) z Z3} • 2 {l Z r, (z) 1 ] ]H'l (z) =( 2 - 16 - 1 TI Z - 2" ~n -2- - 2 + Y +••.
where y is the Euler's constant. Substituting these into the expression
for SJ in Eq. II-24 and collecting only the leading terms deliver the
following equation for the zeros.
K r11n ( 2 ) = 0 (V-2)
Clearly, whenK = 0 the above reduces to a zero at f; = Mand on first
inspection it appears to be a zero of order two. But noting ( f; - M)is as
well a part of the numerator in Eq. 11-23 makes ~ =Mjust a simple pole,
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thus in consistency with the poles for all values of K. This completes
the proof on where Cs begins its path at the K =0 end. NowEq. V-2 can be
used to showt as illustrated in Fig. V-3s howit approximates Cs for small
K. Note the curves from Figs. V-I &2 have been superposed so that the
combination of all three sets of curves can help to shed light on the
general nature of CS• Heres those curves resulting from two-term expan-
sions are labeled CIS C2 for three-terms and C3 for small K. For M=O.5s
C3 is sandwiched in between CI and C2 in the most conspicuous manner that
Cs can be safely assumedto lie within that narrow strips beginning at ~ =
Mand ending at ~ = ~ It the corresponding zero of 1+ f l f 2 which is
displayed in Eq. IV-2. For M= lo5s there is no doubt in seeing C3 to
approach the other end point at ~ = ~ I" so a dashed line has been
extended from C3 to complete a curve most likely to portray CS• For either
M=2.5 and 3.5 s C3 seemsto head a little off course but still appears to
proceed toward the other end, so a dashed line is drawn in each case to
simulate the likely profile of CS.
It is established that the path C traced by the two-term expansions does
not comeclose to approximating CSt especially in the small K limit. The
situation is remedied by taking one extra term and at .the same time
approaching from the small Kend by using ascending series expansions. The
results have been shown to furnish sufficient grounds for drawing up a
conclusive picture of CS's profile. As remarked in the beginning of this
section, Cs has not been found exactly due to the complexnature of SJ' but
the approximate picture obtained is all that is necessary in showing the
movingpole to be bounded. So in workingwith ~ A26etc. t the pole will be
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taken to movealong in that fashion. With this knowledges the instability
waves can be examinedfor the spatial extent in which they propagate. The
moving pole illustrates specifically the presence of a singularity for
every value of Ks where the one corresponding to K = m is precisely the
singularity found in the line source problemthat gives rise to instability
waves. The integrals under considerations i.e. ~A26 etc. s can therefore
be regarded as made up of infinitely manyintegrals s with each given rise
to instability waves at a distinct K. The idea then is to get a picture of
howthe region of propagation varies with K. Firsts express the integrals
in a representative form.
e i KF d~ dK (V-3)
with ~6 continuously varying for all K such that for the integral corre-
sponding to K - ro s ~6 = ~1 or ~ 4· ~ 2 and ~ 5 are no longer included
since ~ 2 is always in the lower half while ~ 5 moves into the lower half
as soon as K 1- CD and it was shownin the 1ast sect i on that any poles below
the real axis can be enclosed within CF+ to nullify their contributions.
Inversion of the above can be shown to lead to QI( ~6) • o[F(~ 6)J •
QI(~ 6) represents the magnitude which is generally expected to be large.
For M< 2 v'2"":it is supplemented by Hp (see Eq. IV-Sa) the Heaviside
factor containing the information on when ~1 is exterior of CF+ which is
directly related to space and time. Observe the delta function has a
complex argument. Using the notation of Eq. IV-5. that is for F( ~6} = a
+ i Bit can be shownthat
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a>
6(a+is)=I:
n=O
Thus, the instability waves propagate along a = 0 in the region e < o.
The spatial extent can be determined by eliminating time between the two to
find it boundary. Recall first
For K = CD , ~ = ~ 1 = M/2 + i 1) and
a = Z + ~ [ '1M2 + 1 -1] (R + RS - 2)
B = r{~ ( V~12 + 1 + 1) (R - RS) - T]
T M
- -2-
from which the boundary line for the instability waves becomes
Z = + ["M2 + 1 + 1] (R -Rs) - +[VM2+1 -1] (R+RS- 2) (V-4)
Since dZ/dR=1, it is clear that the line makesa 450 angle with the axial
direction. For K ~ a> , the boundaryequation becomes,with ~ 6(K) = u +
iv,
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and
dz
dR =__u__ I r - RefV mIl
This means the boundary no longer makes a 450 angle but still is a straight
1ine. The expressions of ~6 for K '# co are not knownexpl icitly and must
be resorted to approximations provided by Fig. V-3. By tracing from K= co
along the possible profiles for CS' the values of ~ 6 can be roughly
estimated to be used in Eq. V-5. For illustrative purpose, the boundary
lines thus obtained are shownin Fig. V-4a for the case M=0.5 since Cs is
believed to be most accurately predicted there. The boundary lines for the
instability waves from both ~F comingfirst and ¢ G second are included.
It is clear from these figures that the boundary line for K= co is always
the outermost while the other lines, for K movingawayfrom co , all fall
to the right with lesser angles. The instability waves propagate in these
regions where B (K) < 0 as singular wave forms defined by a(K) = 0,
which are straight lines more or less perpendicular to the boundary lines
as shown. At this point, it might be recalled that as K becomessmaller,
the correspondi ng point on Cs approaches the point ~ = M. What thi s
means is that because ~ =Mis always enclosed by CFO' somewherealong the
way as Kbecomessmall, say at somecritical value K=KC' ~ 6 will cease to
be outside of CFO' which is equivalent to being enclosed by CF+ as shownin
the last section, and hence for K< KC' instability waves may no longer
appear. This relationship is illustrated by Fig. V-5. It must be
recognized that the present analysis is only an approximation, and just as
the expl icit expression for t;6 as a function of K remains undetermined,
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Figure V-5 The moving instability pole and its connection to the
region of propagation
the value of KC and consequently that of E.:C are approximation. and just as
the explicit expression for; 6 as a function of K remains undetermined,
the value of KC and consequently that of E;,C are unknownquantities.
Therefore. the precise location of the boundary line for K = KC cannot be
established. But quantitatively, KC is of the order of 1 and since K= kRo•
KC is of the order of the jet radius. The possibility remains for that
line to comein contact with the vortex layer. Then the instability waves
maybe characterized as having their presence in a limited region which is
a function of wavelengths such that for short waves, the boundary makes a
450 angle with the vortex layer and as wavelengths become large. the
boundary movesto the right and draws near the discontinuous surface until
finally. at some critical wavelengths, the boundary comes to fallon the
vortex layer to end the instability propagation for any longer waves. This
characterization is merely an assumption and it is actually more
defensible to simply state that the instability waves have wavelengths on
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the shorter end. Even though the profile of Cs for M = 1.5 is less
perceptible from Fig. V-3, an attempt has been made at obtaining the
corresponding boundary lines and these are shownin Fig. V-4b. In contrast
to the lines for M = 0.5, these are tighter together and the angular
variation is nearly absent. Similar pictures are expected for higher Mach
numbersso the previous contention that the boundary line for K =KC may
fallon the vortex layer is less probable.
The preceding discussion has centered on the case of M< 2 2.
Basically, the curvature effects are responsible for the predicted func-
tional dependenceof the spatial extent of instability waves on the wave-
lengths. Next, consider what happens for M > 2 2. In the plane vortex
sheet model, the instability waveswill cease to exist as the complexpoles
become real to characterize the neutral stability waves. However, an
examination of Fig. V-3, for the case of M=3.5, reveals the vortex layer
modelto yield a different picture. Theprofile of Cs clearly showsthat
the pole is truly on the real axis only whenK = 00 and as K is varied from
large to small, it movesinto the complexdomain. Since in reality, K=00
corresponding to zero wavelength is just a limit, the overall picture calls
for the continued presence of instability wavesat the higher Machnumbers.
The representative Eq. V-3 can be used once again to ascertain the spatial
extent. Here, however, when K = 00 , the inverse is accompaniedby H4
defined in Eq. IV-7. Eliminating time bet~een this expression and F( t 6) =
0, which is nowreal, yields the boundary line equation as follows.
z = R - 1Vt ~ -1
M5 - 1
--{F,,52 -1
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where ~4 and ~5 are given in Eq. IV-2. dZ/dRis less than unity so that
the angle which this line makeswith the horizontal is less than 45°. When
K i CI:> • ~ 6 becomes complex and the boundary 1i nes can be determined
identical to the M< 2"V'2case. These lines as expressed by Eq. V-5 are
again expected to fall to the right and closer to the vortex layer until at
somecritical wavelength, the pole moves inside of era to end the insta-
bility wave presence.
In summary.it has been shownthe instability integrals will give rise
to instabil ity waves for all Machnumbers but that they are wavelength
dependent and cease to exist for wavelengths large compared to the jet
radius. Furthermore, the region of propagation is similarly affected in
that it becomes less extensive for longer wavelengths.
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VI. RESULTSANDDISCUSSIONS
To validate and interpret the results obtained in the previous
chapters, a computer program based on the analytical solution was
developed and numerous cases have been investigated. These numerical
results are nowpresented and discussed in this chapter.
First, the organization and method chosen for analysis are summa-
rized. In Chapter II, the problem is formulated and its solution in the
Fourier transformed space is obtained in the form of a multiple integral
whoseintegrand involves complicated Bessel and Hankel functions. Chapter
III contains the derivation of an approximate version of the integral
solution for the transmitted field; this is based on the assumption that
the jet and source radii are sufficiently large so that the two leading
terms from the appropriate asymptotic (large argument) series expansions
of Bessel and Hankel functions can be used. In approximating with these
expansion terms, contributions arising from internal reflections are
isolated and neglected. Singularities of the integrand are examined in
Chapter IV prior to the inverse analysis which is carried out in the spirit
of Cagniard's technique of contour deformation.
The results are nowput together and presented below.
¢ = ¢F + ¢G
1
4n3N
+ 1
4n 3yRsR
Re f~SF + ~A2K3 + ~B2K3 + ~A12 + ~B12 + ~A26 - ~B26J
Re f~SG + ~D12 + ~El2 + ~D26 + ~E26J
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=O. A field that would
where 4lF and 4l G represent the fields from upper and lower half of the
source respectively. Each is subdivided into component parts as
specularly transmitted, instability, and neutral stability waves. The
instability waves (4lA26' 4lB26 and ¢' E26) requiring a separate analysis
are discussed in detail in Chapter IV. Andwhile both halves of the source
may give rise to instability, the neutral stability waves are caused only
by the upper half. They are, like the instability waves, confined to a
limited wedge-like region whose boundary is described by the elimination
M(R - R )
of time between F(t;,3) = 0 and T-y;:z;;S
M2-4
modify the specularly transmitted field in the region of its propagation
appears to foll owthese neutral stabil ity waves, as represented by 4lA2K3
and 4lB2K3defined in Eqs. IV-28.
The remaining terms in Eq. VI-l form the specularly transmitted
field. If the solution were approximated by just the one-term asymptotic
expansion of Bessel functions, 4lSG would have been absent because its
prediction is a consequence of accounting for the finite curvature which is
lacking in the simpler approximation. Since upper and lower halves of the
ring source have their curvatures opposite in sense, it is not surprising
to find 4lSF and 4lSG somewhatdifferent in characteristics as pointed out
previously. In fact, every term in 4lF is different from the corresponding
one in 4lG, although the mathematical differences would not be meaningful
unless they can be interpreted and explained from the physical point of
view. 4lSF and ¢JSGgiven in Eqs. IV-19 & 37 are fundamentally unequal in
the order of arrival at a given field point. Arising from the upper half
closer to the point, 4lSFclearly arrives ahead of 4lSG. This means that
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4>SFshould have the identity of a wavefront while 4>SG'which comes in
succession, should not because the total field 4> cannot possess but a
single wavefront. As mentioned formerly, the only wayto substantiate the
above is by working out numerical evaluations and some examples will be
presented a little later.
Next, attention will be focused on the last remaining terms of ¢ A12'
4>B12' 4>D12and 4>£12defined in Eqs. IV-32 to 34b and Eqs. IV-27d and
37e. These integrals cannot be simplified analytically any further as
shown in Section IV and again must resort to numerical evaluations. A
significant point to look for is the wayin which they will modify ¢SFand
4>SGto form the total specularly transmitted field. There is no
uncertainty in F to satisfy the causality condition as both 4>SF and 4>A12
and ¢ B12are zero before the time of arrival. But the sameis not obvious
f or ~Gt the field coming cont i nuously after the wavefront. It is expected
that ¢ SGand 4>D12& 4>£12 sumto a zero value for the satisfaction of its
causality since the two parts are non-zero separately. The numerical
evaluations, which will be discussed now, indeed showthis to be the case.
The calculations of e SF and 4>SGare fairly straight forward because
of their analytic simplicity. For a given set of field and time data, it
is just a matter of finding the zeros of F and G for substitution into the
expressions. The minimumtime of travel or the time of expected wavefront
arrival for 4>is manifest in ¢F' This time is directly related to F in
that it corresponds to the time whenRe(F) first intersects Im(F) at one
point of CFO on the real axis. One can find this time by trial and error
numerically but to do so is both costly and unnecessary. For the
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specularly transmitted field is something that is theoretically predict-
able from the approach of geometric acoustics. Surely the complex nature
of the present problem is sufficient to discourage any such attempt but at
least one information can be readily extracted without much difficulty.
And that is precisely the minimumtravel time. First, the minimumtime for
the signal to reach the surface of the jet is given by
In this time, the source is imaged downstream to the point
And the minimu~ time to reach the field point (Z,R) strictly evaluated by
geometric acoustics is then given by
For Z < ZlF
where
E M ( 2 2 ~T = Z - T2F ± T 2F - T IF)
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M>1
M<1
(VI-2a)
(VI-2b)
and.:!: is for Z ~ ZIF' For Z > Z F' TOF is the same as Eq. VI-2b for
both Mless and greater than 1. In the above, T2F~T IF and should yield a
minimumin TOF' Therefore, dTOF /dT2F = 0 or
VrE~ + (R - 1)2] ( T~F - T~F) E [M (i - l)~ - T ~ = 0~ - T 2F IF + 2F~
TOFis the minimumtime of travel for ~ F as well as I%>so that a wavefront
is expected then. Onthe other hand, TOGis just the minimumtravel time
for I%>Gand it is different from TOFonly in the expression for TIG which
is now(I+RS) instead of (l-RS)' In the examples to follow, TOFand TOG
are calculated by the above expressions.
Numerical integrations of I%>AI2ect. are more difficult to perform.
Considering the semi-infinite interval of integration, an initial attempt
by Laguerre fntergration proved unsuccessful because the integrands do not
decay in a simple exponential fashion. Moreoften than not, the path of
integration would pass relatively close to a singularity causing the
integrands to fluctuate. Therefore, the task is completed by Gaussian
integration instead at the cost of considerably increased computation
time. This involves subdividing the semi-infinite span into small inter-
vals and integrating with Gaussian weights from the starting point. Each
subinterval is integrated until the desired accuracy is attained. Then,
the same is performed onwarduntil two intervals in sequence do not differ
in value greater than a specified amount. If the maximumnumber of
Gaussian points used do not lead to a satisfactory result for any sub-
interval, then it is subdivided even further repetitively until necessary.
Since the integrands decay smoothly and rapidly for large arguments, that
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is. whenthe path leaves the region of singularities. convergence to three
place accuracy usually occurs well before the argumentreaches the order of
50000. Convergenceis slower when Tis large because the integrated values
are muchreduced. The results presented will be divided into two regions.
They are designated as the quiet and the noisy regions depending on the
absence or the presence of instability waves. In the quiet region. inte-
gration always converges. But in the noisy region. convergence is
difficult to obtain once entering the actual regions where instability
waves propagate. Thisis because the branch cut i ntegrat i on nowpasses
through the moving pole contour which influences the integrand to
oscillate with large amplitudes. In reality. even if convergence is
achieved. the transmited field thus calculated still does not include the
contribution arising from instability waves. In order to predict the
amplitudes for the instability waves. non-linear effects such as due to
viscosity must be retained in the conservation equations. The present
analysis based on the linear theory can only give a qualitative picture of
where and wheninstability waves propagate and howlarge a region in space
and time they occupy. Thus in the results to be presented. the instability
regions will be indicated simply by blanks in that portion of the curves.
From the solution for the velocity potential. two field variables of
more interest can be derived. namely the acoustic pressure and the vortex
layer displacement. In the linearlized Euler equation. pressure is
related to velocity potential by its time derivative which can be evaluated
in analytic simplicity as shown in AppendixB. The derivation of vortex
layer displacement found in AppendixC is more involved in that it requires
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the same inverse analysis applied to velocity potential. Numerical calcu-
lations for all three field variables are performedby the computer program
listed in AppendixD.
First, analyze what the solution predicts in the quiet region. Figs.
VI-1 through 6 are plots of velocity potential ~ vs time 1 for various
field points, Machnumbers, and source radii. There are three curves in
each plot. The dotted ones are ~ F' the dashed ones ~ G' and the solid
ones ¢J which is the sumof the other two. Several general features are
immediately evident from these figures, someof which are rather signifi-
cant. First of all, ~F admits a wavefront at the time of its arrival as
expected. This is represented by an acute rise from zero at that instant
and then followed by a sharp fall before a smoothdecay takes place. Next,
observe the behavior of ~ Gat its arrival which comesslightly behind ~F'
Numerically, the sumof ~SG and ~D12 & ~El2 is shownto add up to zero
within the desired accuracy. ThUS,the causality condition is satisfied in
the fact that~G rises from zero. The total specularly transmitted field
hence possesses just a single wavefront. These figures demonstrate the
fundamental differences between ~ F and ~ G' To describe the sound field
for the samedata points, nowlook at the pressure vs time plots, which are
presented in Figs. VI-7 thrcJgh 12. The first five of these are for small
ring radius, RS =0.1, so that the source is nearly centered on the jet
axis. Fig. VI-7 is for a point downstrew~ of the source fairly close to
the jet. There isn't muchdifference except in the amplitude between it
and Fig. VI-8 which is at the same downstreampoint but farther awayfrom
the jet. The reduced amplitudes and the smoother decays mean lower sound
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pressure. If nowthe point is movedfurther downstreamwhile keeping the
same radial distance as in Fig. VI-9, a significant change in the curves
are clearly observed for supersonic cases. Here the amplitudes are much
increased and exceed the corresponding cases in Figs. VI-7 &8 which are
both for points closer to the jet. It is clear from this that more sound is
refracted in the downstream direction. What this means is that with
increasing jet speed, more sound is refracted downstream. This is even
more evident from Fig. VI-II which is for a point straight out from the
jet, or more upstream than the other cases. While its distance from the
jet is no greater than the point in Fig. VI-7, the amplitudes are much
reduced indicating that very little sound is transmitted upstream,
especially in the supersonic cases. BetweenFigs. VI-8 &9, one can detect
the effect, but otherwise the ampli tudes are pretty much dependent on
distance between the jet and the field point. The cases discussed thus far
are more or less representative of the near field characteristics. If the
point in Fig. VI-9 is movedoutwards in the radial direction, but fixed
axially as in Fig. VI-lO, then it is out in the far field. A comparison
reveals some interesting features. In addition to the amplitude loss due
to radial decay, there is the apparent stretching in the time decay history
so that it takes longer period for the quieter sound to fade away. The far
field radiation also seems to affect the transmission characteristics for
supersonic jets. The curve for M= 1.5 in this case is no longer distin-
guishable from that for the subsonic speed, and for M= 2.5, the curve
appears to start losing its supersonic identity. Finally, the effect of
source radius can somewhatbe examined in Fig. VI-12 which is for the same
field point as in Fig. VI-7. As the radius increases, the transmitted
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field takes on a different look from previous cases. The relative lower
amplitudes reflect the influence of the square root quantity on source
radius in the denominator of the solution. The character of the pressure
disturbance is also affected due to the fact that as source radius becomes
larger, more time separates the signals from various parts of the source.
Next, examine the disturbed fields in the noisy region closer to the
jet axis. In this region, vortex layer displacements as well as velocity
potential and pressure can be examined. Asmentioned earlier, instability
regions are the blanked portion of the perturbation curves. But as the
exact time of passage in the K = 00 limit can be calculated, that time is
indicated by a short vertical line in each case. In Fig. VI-13, the field
point is relative downstreammaking a 300 angle with the jet. Velocity
potential is plotted on the top and pressure on the bottom for two Mach
numbers. As expected, moresound is refracted into this region. While the
disturbances decay rather smoothly in the quiet region, here they actually
becomei ncreas in91y unstable until the passage of instabi 1i ty waves is
observed. After its passage, however, the disturbances die out quickly so
that the noise covers just a short time period. This is especially true in
the supersonic case where the impulsive nature of the source is very
evident. Fig. VI-14 is a plot for vortex layer displacement vs time at two
field points. Onthe upper left corner, the point is directly in line with
the source relative upstream. For subsonic flows, represented by M=0.5,
the displacement is small and smoothly decays. For supersonic flows, as
di sturbances cannot propagate upstream, the vortex 1ayer remains undis-
placed for all times. The other three curves are for a point somewhat
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downstream. In all cases, the vortex layer becomesexcessively displaced
and finally ends up with instabilities. But after its passage, vortex
layer returns to quiet very soon. For M= 2.5, besides the instability
disturbances, there is also the resonance disturbance which gives rise to
the resonance modified field. This is indicated by the increased displace-
ment following the passage of instability waves. This field which follows
the resonance wave is shownto die out quickly. It may be concluded that
the solution not only predicts a region of instability but also a region of
resonance. Finally, Fig. VI-15 showsthe time lapse downstreamdirection.
It can be seen that for small time a disturbance begins to develop. This
includes a wavefront followed by the instability and a smooth decay. Then
as time increases, the disturbances movedownstreamwith increasing ampli-
tudes behind the wavefront. This large displacement is always quieted very
quickly after the passage of instability disturbances, which is in agree-
ment with the previous two figures.
In conclusion, an approximate solution to the problem of transmission
of sound across a cylindrical vortex layer has been obtained. The results
are considerably different from the plane vortex sheet case because of the
added role played by the curvature of the jet. In comparison with the
plane case, the specularly transmitted waves are more complexand requires
somenumerical integration. Resonancewaves are identically predicted for
M > 2, but there is also a wave field whosemodified effect appears to
extend the region of resonance just as the instability waves cover a region
in space and time. The instability waves are predicted to exist for all
Machnumbers but vanish for wavelengths large comparedto the jet radius.
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And the region of propagation is similarly wavelength dependent. The
prediction that large wavelengths are unimportant in the transmitted field
is in agreement with someexperimental observations.
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Legend to Figures VI-l to 15
........
Non-dimensional quantities are defined as follows:
r/Jr0 2¢ = aQ
RS =
rs
ro
r3 p
p = 0
pa2Q
where (L = Length,
a
Q
z
r
t
u
p
P
n
zZ =--
ro
T = Time, M= Mass)
velocity potential of the transmitted field (L2T-1)
jet radius (L)
speed of sound (LT-1)
source strength (L3)
distance along the jet (L)
radial distance (L)
ring source radius (L)
time (T)
jet speed (LT-1)
acoustic pressure (ML-1T-2)
fluid density (ML-3)
vortex layer displacement (L)
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APPENDIXA. SINGULARITIESOFTHEINTEGRAND
a. The zeros of Al = (f 1 + f 2)(1 + fl f2) have been determined in the
plane vortex sheet problems as is evident in Eq. 111-9, but they will be
verified here for the sake of completeness. Recall
Nowlet I' = P e i8 I = a + ib I1 1 1
f = p e i82 = a + ib22 2 2
(A-I)
where bi and b2 have the samesign. Then, f l + r 2 = 0 requires a1 + a2 = 0
and b1 + b2 =O. The only possibility for satisfaction of the latter is if
b1 = b2 = o. As this translates to Pl si n91 = - p Is in p 2' it requires
either 81 = 0 and 82 = n or vice versa. The condition a1 = -a2 means
p lcos el = - P2cose 2 and it is clear from Fig. IV-l that 81 = 0
and e 2 = rr whil e PI = P 2 = M/2on1y whenM > 2. Thus, r 1 + r 2 has a
single real zero at ~ = ~3 = M/2for M>2.
-1
v
M+l
Figure IV-l
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1 + f 1f 2 = 0 requires a1a2 - b1b2 + 1 = 0 and a1b2 + a2b1 = 0, from which
COS(81 + 82) =- 1 and sin(sl + 82) =0 are the consequences, leadingPIP2
to 81 + 82 =7T and P1P2 = 1. From Fig. IV-I, it is obvious that 81 + 82 =7T
only if uR' the real part of the zero ~R = uR + iVR, equals M/2. Then,
PI = P2 = 1 and vR' the imaginary part of ~R' can be determined.
Square both sides and solve for v.
V 2 = - (M2 + 1) ±~M2 + 1R
The spurious negative root is discarded.
= ± [.IM2 + 1 ( M2 + 1)~] ~
vR V 2 4 I
= ± [~,~ + 1) _ ~M2 + 1J '2
Then,
for M < 2V2
for M > 2V2
Thus, 1 + f 1f2 have two zeros, which for M< 2V2are complex conjugates and
for M>2Vz are rea l , At M= 2V2,vR = 0 and the two zeros call apse into a
single value of rV2 which coincides with the zero of f 1 + f 2.
b. The zeros of 112 = i (f 1
2
- f2
2) (1 - 3f 1f 2)/ 8. The first part of
r~ _f~ = (f 1 + f2) (f1 - f 2) is examined in a). By making use of Eq. IV-1
again, f 1 _f 2 = 0 requires P1cose1 = P2cos02 and P1sin81 =P2sinE2 and the
only possibility of this is if 81 =82 = n 12 and PI =P2 when M<2. The
corresponding zero is then at M/2 as before, which is a point on the
overlapped portion of the branch cuts.
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Anyzero of I - 3flf 2 must satisfy the conditions I + 3(blb2 - ala 2) = 0
and alb2 = -a2b!' which translates to cos e lsin E2= -sinelcose 2 or
sin(e l + e2) =o. Since bl and b2 have the samesign as required by the way
branch cuts are made. al and a2 similarly must have the same sign as well.
This leads toe 1 +e 2 =1T and PIPZ=- 1/3. which is not possible under any
circumstances and therefore the conclusion is that I - Jr1f 2 does not have
any zeros.
c. The zeros of L+ and L_ are similar to the zeros of f1 -r 2 andJ' 1 - f 2
but their presence and positions will depend on RS and R. As R tends to
becomemuchlarger than RS' the zero of L+will movevery closely to 0 on
the branch cut of fl' while that of L_ is likely to disappear.
d. The zeros that have been identifed thus far all fall in the ~-plane
and are functions of only the Machnumber. The zeros of K + A2/(f1f2 AI)
on the other hand are identifiable in both the ~- and K-planes in addition
to being Machnumberdependent. Anyzero in either plane is a function of
the other variable and the resulting movementmakes it rather difficult to
handle. In the K-plane it is straightforward to recognize the zero as
function of ~1 or K = K~ = - A2/(f1f2 AI). To find the corresponding
zero as function of K in the ~-plane is more elaborate and will require
search by numerical means except for the limiting cases of K.....0 and
K .....00. However.as these are directly linked with instability. they will
be treated in more details later.
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The zeros of F and G have different physical interpretations so their
treatment ;s given ;n the main text. In summary, all the zeros of Eqs.
III-IS &16 have been identified or pointed out. Those which are poles to
the integrand wi11 be shown to contribute to instabil ity and resonance
associated with the vortex 1ayer model.
~ ± i [VM2 + 1 M2sI, 1)) ~ M < 2 {22 = - (4+
M (A-2)
s3 = -2 M> 2
[ (~2 + I) 1)M -VM2 + !:: 2{2s4, ± 2 M >5 - -2-
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APPENDIXB. DERIVATIONFPRESSURE
From the linearlized momentumequation t the acoustic pressure p is
related to the velocity potential by
d~
P = - P at (B-1)
In terms of non-dimensional quantities t this relationship reads t
P = (B-2)
where 4> and Tare defi ned inSect ion II I •
Heret Eq. A-2 will be calculated for the specularly transmitted wave
field. As ¢ = ~ F + 4>Gt the total pressure field will also be the sumof
PF and PG. This is expected to introduce someerrors at the vicinity of
arrival of PG since the derivative of 4>G is discontinuous there. Only
the derivation for P F will be demonstrated with the understanding that
similar procedure applies to PG• First write ,
(B-3)
h~ [~AI2b+~B12b] }
~=Co
Nowt ~ 0 is such that , from Eq. II 1-16
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and so
Thus,
aT _
a~o -
~o (n-i)
£;.0 [ r 1 (£;'0)
From Eq. IV-19
~o(~o -M)
Al (~o)
where
Thus,
Next,
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- T
(6-6)
Then,
(B-6a)
Eqs. A-5 through 6a
;:l [QF(~) ] =
ar- EI
o d~ t,:=~
o
apply to the first term
The second term of Eq. A-3 is madeup of the sumof the time derivative of
the two integrals 4>A12band 4>S12b' As the two are identical in nature,
it suffices to show the derivation of just the first part. FromEq. 1V-
32a,
~A12b = - ; 2 nf= SF (uo + tv) dvVo
where
and F is expressed in Eq.
d¢A12b . raJ
dT = - 1 2nJv
o
with
111-16. By Leibnitz's rule of differentiation,
(8-7)
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and
- - ;
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(B-7a)
(B-7b)
APPENDIXC. DERIVATIONFVORTEXLAYERDISPLACEMENT
The vortex layer displacement is related to the velocity potential
through the kinematic boundary condition applied at the interface r = rO'
Cl4>l = an.
ar at
Expressed in the Fourier transformed space,
n==.-L aWl
w ar
By the use of Eq. 11-19 for ~1'
-T) = - ; Q381T-r
o
Y1 (w- Uk)J (y r) H(l)o 2 s 1
Then,
dw dKT) = f f n e- i (wt - kz)
ck Cw
and this inverse can be evaluated in the exact manneras for ~. Let
In the development, Eqs. 111-4 &5 become,
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where
=
1 ( 1 . +mz-- r r
s 2
+ 1
41T3~
where now
FG= Z + r2 (1 + Rs) - ~T
_ ; 1
L± - -a- (~± 3f 2)
The above equation is then evaluated in the exact manner as described in
Sections IV and VI.
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APPENDIX0
NUN PROGRAMc
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
C
c
R
RN
B
A
X
ISP -
HI
01
m
HG
tiT
HC
HW
FCR -
FCI
TIME -
ROOT -
Sr10D -
SPEC -
LAG -
F
RADIAL DISTANCE
NACHHUIIBER
RING SOURCE RADIUS.
TINE
DISTANCE IN THE DOWNSTREAMDIRECTIOt~
1 BEFORE WAVEARRIVAL. IIlITlAl IIlPUT
2 AFTER WAVEARRIVAL. OUTPUT FROMROOT FOR COMPLEXROOT
3 SAME AS 2 BUT FOR REAL ROOT
NAXII1UMHUMBEROF IIITEGRATION SUBIIITERVALS.
ARRAYfOR ESTABLlSHIt::> SU3I1ITERVALS.
tlUNBER OF fUNCTION EVhLUATIONS OF FUNeA ORD.
HUNSER OF SUBINTERVALS NECESSARYTO ARRIVE AT
TtJE FItlAL VALUE.
NUMBEROF TI/1E IIIPUTS
t1AXIMU:1OF 30. STOPS EXECUTIONIF 0
CASE tlUMOER
1 FOR VELOCITY POTENTIAL
2 FOR PRESSURE
3 FOR VORTEX LAYERDISPLACEHEtlT
o FOR PHIA, -1 FOR PIIlB
-1 FOR PHIA, 0 FOR PHIB
SUBROUTIN:: FOR GEfiERATItlG TIME ItIPUTS
SUBiWUTINE FOR FINDItlG rur ZERO OF F OR G
SU3ROUTINE FOR CALCULATItlGt~~DIFIED FIELD III THE
NEUTRAL ItlSTABILITY REGIO~I, l-:HW M > 2. FM ITS VALUE
SUBROUTINE FOR CALCUlATIt:G THE SPECULARLY
TRAllSnITTED FIELD, Ar:D FA ITS VALUE
SUE>P.OUTItlEWHICH PERFORMSGAUSS
ItITEGRATIOtIS ON FWICA OR FUl:CB, AND FCB ITS VALUE.
THE TOTAL FIELD, PHI.
IMPLICIT P.EAL~8(A-H,L,O-ZI
DIMEtlSION rr 30 I,DIC 50 I
COMNotl ICtlV RN,R,B,A,X ICNS/ USP,FCR,FCI ICNC/ tM
EXTERtlAL FW~CA, runce
EPS=I.0DO
5 EPS=EPSI2.0DO
T0l1=1.0DO.EPS
IF(TOL1.GT.l.0DOIGO TO 5
Pl=4.0DOt!DATAIH 1.0001
RE',D 10,tlI,W·1
10 FO~/IATI2I2)
READ 15,IOIIII,I=I,tl1)
15 FORtIATl7DIO.21
20 PEIID 25,UC,IIT,X,R,B,P.H
25 FORMATI2I2,4Dl0.2)
IrOlT .£Q.O )STOP
tIL=O
tlG=O
RIlfI=Rt1~O.SDO
DF:2.000~PI~DSQRTID~P.)
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CAll TIIIEIT,EPS,trTI
PRINT JO,NC,RN,B,R,X
30 FOlmA.TI'-','eASE ',12,', H= ',1PDIZ.S,', B= ',DI2.5,', R= ',012.5,
+', X= ',DI2.SIISX,'TIHE',11X,'U',11X,'V',10X,'AOS',6X,'SPEC',ex,
+'tlODI' ,1 2X,' ItITG' ,11X, 'PHIA' .ex.: PHIS' ,9X,' PHI' /)
ISA=I
151'=1
DO es I=I,tlT
FCR=O.OOO
FCI=-1.0DO
A=TII 1
ISB=ISP
lSP=ISA
DO 70 J=1,2
CALLRODTIU,V,ISP,FSI
USP=U
FCB=O.ono
FA=O.ODO
FII=O.ODO
IFIB.lT.O.OOOIGO TO 45
Ftl=StlODIRtiH1
GO TO (6~,~5,5SI,ISP
4S fA=SPECIU,VI/PI
GO TO ISO,55,55I,ISP
50 FCE\=Lf..GIfU~~CA,UL ,UG,U, HI ,01, lSI' 1/1'118.000
GO TO 60
SS FCB=LAGIfUt:CB,NL,UG,V.ur ,01 ,I!;r I/PI/O. 000
60 F=IFCO+fA+FNI/DF
B=-B
GO TO 165,801,J
65 fl=F
FCR=-I.OOO
FCI=O.ODO
ISA=ISP
ISP=ISS
70 PRINT 75,A,U,V,FS,FA,FN,lIL,FCB,NG,F
75 FO~MATI' ',lPOI2.5,512X,DI0.3I,2X,I3,lX,Dl0.J,1X,I2,2X,D10.3)
60 rr-r-rr
65 PRINT 90,U,V,FS,FA,NL,FCD,NG,F,FT
90 FORNATI' ',14X,411PD10.3,2XI,1~X,
+I3,lX,Dl0.3,1X,I2,1ZX,2IZX,Dl0.31)
GO TO ZO
EIl0
SUnp.OUTIIIETHIEIT,EPS,NT)
c
C PP.OGP.AMFIllOS: WHElltlT=30, THEHIIlmU~1 TINE OF TRAVELfRO:1
C SOU?CETO TilE FIUD POINT, ArlOGEtlEI=:J.TES 30 TIllE STEPS FOR INPUT.
C IoII\EIItIT < 30, P.El.USIII lIT TIME STEPS FORIIlPUT.
C ZERO- SUrlROllTIllE~!iICH SOLVESFO~ THEMIlIItIU:1TItlE
C AH!~ MIIHHUMTII1E
C
ItIPLICIT P.EAl!'8IA-II,O-z)
urnzusron Tl30 1
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COttMON/CtlA/ Rtl,R,B,A,X /CTA/ AZ,S,IIZ
EXTERIIAL FP
IfltlT.UE.30IGO TO 50
RZ=IR-1.0DOltlll2
t~C=1
2 AZ=I.OOO-B
)(Z=RM"AZ
AU=AZ+OSGRTICX-XZI"N2+RZI
IFIX.LT.XZIGO TO 10
5=1.000
5 AL=AZ
Atlll=ZEROI FP, AL, AU" • 00-5, EPS 1
AtlN=AHtlfOSQiHI CX-RM"AMt~-SIlOSQRTl AHN"AM~I-AZ*AZ II""Z+RZ)
GO TO 20
10 IFCRN.GT.1.000IGO TO 15
S=-1.000
GO TO 5
15 Atl!'l=i\U
20 IfOIC.EQ.ZIGO TO 22
TlZ I=Atlrl
Tl 1 )=A~1H-I.OO-4
TC3 I=AHth 1. on-«
B=-6
tIC=Z
GO TO 2
22 TI51=AI;~1
T(4)=Mltl-l.00-4
Tl6 1=J.ll~h 1.00-4
Tl 71=OIIIT 1AI:tlt 1.000)
DO 25 1=8,13
25 TIII=TlI-1 It\.OOO
DO 30 1=1(.,23
3D Tl11=111-1)+2.000
TE=TlZ31
EL=30.00C
DO 35 J=f,20
IFITE.lT.ELIGO TO 40
35 EL=EL+5.000
40 TlZ(,I=EL
DO 4S 1=25,Z9
45 T(II=TII-II+5.000
TI301=TC29Itl0.000
D=-8
RETU~N
50 nEAO 5S,ITC1',I=I,HT'
55 FO?HATI7010.31
RElUrtl
EIlD
fl:tlCTIO:1 Fl"lT 1
c
C FUH~TIO!I EXlEP.tIAl TO TINE AtlO CAllED er ZERO
c
INPLICIT F!EAL;081A-II ,O-Z 1
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CO~10H ICNAI RM,R,B,A,X ICTAl AZ,S,RZ
AA=DSQRTIT*T-A2*AZI
AF=X-RtlI1T-S*Ah
FP=DSQRT(AF*AF+RZI*AA-AF*IRN*AA+S*T)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTIIIEROOTru, V,ISP, FSI
C
C PROGRAMFINDS TIlE ROOTOF F OR G
C FAI ZA - GA":1.\ONE. FI3I ZI3 - GAI1:1A11-10
C FS - VALUEOF F OR G AT THEROOT
C
IMPLICIT REAL*aIA,B,D-H,0-YI,COHPLEX~16IZI
C0:1PlEX*16CDSQHT,CtlPlX
DIr.EIISIOtlsnrs I, FRl4 I, FII4). FtlAl4I. FtIB(4 I, FMSI4 I ,Y.M14I
COllna~1 ICtlAi RI1,R,B,A,X ICRAI FA,FB ICRCI JS ICRBI ZA,ZB
JS=O
RMS=Rtl*P.~1
BS=ll.000-BI~l!Z
AP=2.000*IRM~e5-X*AI
AZ=X*X+OS*11.000-RMSI
AT=A*A-B5
IFIR.EQ.1.000IGO TO 20
RS=IP.-l.000)~*2
AS=4.000l!RSliBS
AZ=AZHi5
AT=AT-P.S
B11(5 I=AT*AT-I.S
Bl1C4 I=1AP~AT+AS*RI\)1'2. 000
BM(3)=AP*AP+2.000l!AZ~AT-IRH5-2.000)l'AS
BHC21=2.0DO*IAP*AZ-AS*RHI
BHIII=AZ*AZ+AS*IRHS-I.ODO)
CALLQUARTIIBM,FR,FII
JO=4
5 N~l=O
DO 15 J=l.JD
IFIFIIJI.EQ.O.ODOIGO TO 10
IFIFIIJ).LT.O.OOOIGD TO 15
Z=OCr.PlXIFRIJI,FIIJII
ZA=COSQRTIZ*Z-1.0001
ZB=COSGRTIIZ-RH)1I1l2-1.0DOI
IFIOINAGIZAI.LT.O.OOOIZA=-ZA
IFIOIHAGIZOI.lT.O.OOOIZO=-ZB
ZS=X+ZA*IP'-1.0DOI+ZOIl11.0DO-BI-A¥Z
FS=CDABSIZSI
IFIFS.GT.1.0D-~IGO TO 15
ISP=2
U=fRIJI
V=FIIJ)
RETU~tl
6 rA=D5Q~Tll.000-U*UI
ZA=DCI1PLXI0.000, FA)
ZB=OCIIPlXIFD,O.ODO)
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JS=I
GO TO 12
10 U=fRIJI
fB=OSQRTIIU-RMI**2-I.OODI
IFIU.LT.P.H-I.OOO)FB=-FB
IFIOABSIUI.LT.l.0DOIGO TO 6
fA=OSQRTIU*U-I.ODOI
IFIU.LT.-l.0DDIFA=-FA
12 FS=X+FA*IR-I.OOD)+FB~II.OOO-BI-A*U
IFIOAOSIFS).GT.l.0D-4IGO TO 15
MH=tU1+I
):tit HMI=U
FIIAIHMI=FA
FHSI11MI::FB
FHSlf-:MI=FS
15 COInn:UE
CAll SElECTlHM,XH,I1Nl
fA=FNt.1f-:lll
FO=FH:3Cl:NI
U=XtllHq I
V=O.ODO
FS=FtISCHtn
IFIISP.EQ.2IISP=3
RETU?ll
20 AA=AP~AP-4.0DO*AT~AZ
SAD=-AP/AT¥.0.5DO
IFIAA.LT.O.ODOIGOTO 25
SAA=OS~RTIAA)/AT*0.5DD
FRIII=SAD+SAA
FR(2)=SAD-S:'t.
FII 1)=0.000
FH2)=O.OiJD
JD=2
GO TO 5
25 SAA=DSQRTI-AA)/AT*0.5DO
FRI\)=SAD
FR(2)=SAO
FII I )=SAA
FIl2 )=-SAA
JD=2
GO TO 5
END
C**********·**·**M******K**K******~~~*****M~~******
fUNCTIOIlSPECru.V I
c
C CALCULATESTHE SPECULARLY TRAIISHITTEDnELO
C U AtlD V APE RESPECTIVELYTilE REALAtD It1~GIIlAP.Y PARTOF PSI
C
Il1PLICIT REAL*8IA,B,O-Il,O-Y1, COl"lPLEY."16IC,ZI
COI:MO:~ ICIIA/ rm,f1,B,A,X /cr::31 DU~I,FP,FI /Ct:e/ H:.JICRAI FA-,FB
C0I1:-10:1/CRCI J5 ICRCI ZA,ZO
RR=R-I.OOO
DO=I.OOO-O
JfIV.EQ.O.OOO.AIIO.JS.EQ.O)GO TO 10
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ZFAC=OCtlPLXIfR. FI I
Z=OtMPLXlU,VI
ZG=IZAtZBI*IZh*ZO+I.0001
ZtI=Z*IZ-RMI
zc« Z-Rtl1*50/lB
JF(U;.j.HE.3IZC=ZC+Z*RR/ZA
lFU=ZM/ZG
ZFO=Zt-A
JFlIJrl.EQ.2IGO TO 5
IFIU;.j.EQ.3IZFN=-ZFtllIZAlZ
SPEC=DREALlZFlVZFDllZFACI
RETURH
S UW=l
ZMI=OCHPLXI0.ODO,-1.0DOI
ZFG=X+ZAllRR+ZBllBB
ZOT=Z~Z/(Z~ZC-ZFGI
ZOG=2.0DO~IZ*ZB+IZ-Rt1lllZAI+ZHllIIZ-RHI/ZA+Z/ZBI
ZDQ=IZG~12.0DO*Z-RHI-ZH*ZOGI/(ZGllZGI
ZDFO=IZA-ZllZ/ZAI*RR/IZA*ZAI-ZDT
+ +IZB-(Z-RMI*(Z-P.HI/ZBI~BB/IZB~ZCI
SPEC=-OREALlIZFDlIZDQ-ZFlI"ZOFDIII ZFDllZFD11'ZFAC-ZHI*FUtICBIV I 11lZDT
U:..I=Z
RETURH
10 fG=IFA+FBI*(FA*FB+'.ODOI
Ftl=U*IU-P.HI
FC=(U-R~t I*BBIfB
IFltll-I.IIE.3IFC=FC+UIlRR/FA
fN=-FlllfG
fO=FC-A
IFCII\.I.EQ.2IGOTO 15
1F1 tfri.EQ.3 JFU=-FNI'FA/U
SFEC=n;/fD
RETU~II
IS UW='
fFG=X+FAllP.R+FBllBB
fDT=UI'U/IUllfC-FFGI
FDG=2.OUO;.<lUI'FB+lU-RHI*FAI+FtIl!1IU-RHI/FA+U/FBI
fDQ=IFG*12.0DO*U-RMI-FM*FDGI/IFG*FGI
fDFD=IFA-UI'U/FAI*RR/IFA~FAI-fOT
+ +IFB-IU-RMlllIU-RMI/FBlllBB/IFB*FBI
SPEC=-fOTl!1I FOQ>tFD-FOFD*FUIII FO*FOI-FUtICAIUl I
t:W=2
RETUflll
EHO
FUl:CTIO~ StlODWI
c
C CALCULATESTHEfIELD WIlCHt:ODIFIES THATOF THE
C SPECULARLYTRAIIStlITTEOWAVE
C J1?ESEIITBEIIIUOTilE /lEUTRALSTABILITYWAVE
C
IMPLICIT PEALl!6IA-H,O-ZI
CO:l::0t~ /CUAI P.tl,R,D,A,X ItttC/ U:.l
DATAlST/Z.0284~7tZ474b'9UO/
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SNOO=O.DDO
IfIRN.LT.2.000IRETURH
IfIA.LT.RN wIR-BI/OSQRTIRN-RN-4.0DOIIRETURN
GA=OSQRTIU·U-l.000)
GB=-GA
Pf=X+GAwIR-l.DDO)+GB*ll.000-DI-A¥U
IfIRN.GT.TST) GO TO 10
IfIPF.GT.O.OOO) RETURH
FJ.C=I.000
5 GAB=Gt-"GD
GPT=1.000tGAB
QT=UllIU-RtlI/IGPT*1 U/GA+Iu-sn )/GB 1*0.0001
IF 0::.1. EQ.3 IQT=-QTl!GA/U
PS=IGA-GBI*I'.000-3.000~GABI/GPT/GAB
PStl=PS-GA/D+GB/R
IFl t::.I.EQ. 3IPSn=PS-GA/B-3. OOOIlGO
SI10:)=p:;rlllQT¥DEXPl-PS*PF18.000 I*FAC
RETURII
to IFlPF.LT.O.ODOlnETURH
FAC=-1.000
GO TO 5
rue
C~**~**~~~~~l!~l!l!"l!**l!~***l!*l!l!l!~*l!¥l!l!""¥*l!NF*Il*"*¥**
FUI~CTIml LAGIFUIIC,rc. I ,SP,tH ,01 ,ISP 1
c
c PEp.rO~11S ItnEGriATIm~ or FU!:Covm ISP,INFI
C DY G:'USSlm ItIHCRATIONS. IF SP < 0, TtlEN WTEGRATES
COVER ISP,-Itlrl
C RAtlGE IS SPLIT INTO HI PAins. ISP,SP1I, ISP1,SP21, ••••••••••
C , ISPlllI-ll,WF 1
C TilE t1U~i3ER OF GAUSSrornrs P.At~GE FRON
C MltHt1:.:r, or 2 TO MAXItlU:I OF 16
C SPIJI=SPIJ-t ItOIlJ)
C S~i'PLIED BY USER TO SUIT NEED
C Y - GAUSS POINTS ARRAYLESS ALL ZEROS
C V - GAUSS WEIGHTSARRAYIo:ITHTHE AOOHIotl or
C vz - GAUSS WEIGHTSARRAY~lIlEtl CORRESPONDItIGPOItlTS ARE 0.000
C JRG - POIllTER TO Y AIIDV
C JZ - POItHER TO VZ
C
IMPLICIT P.EAL*OIA-H,L,O-Z)
DIIIEIISlerl JRCI 121 ,JZI II I,IDI5 I, VI391, YI39 I, VZl4 1,ODI80), El 5) ,OI( t )
DATAJP.u/I,2,3,5,7,10,13,t7,~1,26,32,401
DATAJZ/5,t,5,2,5,3,5,4,5,5,SI
DATAY/O.5773~0269189626DO,O.7745966692414a3Do,0.e6"3631'59405300
• .O.3399810435C4B56DO.0.906t79345?3C664DO,0.53846?3101056B300
• ,0.93~469514203152DO.0.66t2093364~6Z6SDO,0.2306191e60e319700
+ .0.94910791234275?DO,0.7415311C559939~00.O.4058~515137739700
+ .0.960ZB9C5649753600,O.796666477413627DO,O.52553240991632900
• ,O.183434b42495650DO.0.960160239S0762600.0.83603110732663600
+ .0.613371432700590DO.O.3242S3423~03309UO,O.97390652851717200
• .0.~650b336666C9a5UO.0.679409S66299024DO,O.433395394t2924700
• ,o.14eb74338?6163100.0.98156063424671900.0.904117Z5637047500
• .O.769?02674t94305DO.O.SC731795428661700.0.3~7831{.?099818000
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+ ,0.12523340851146900.0.9894009J49916~000.0.94457502307323300
+ ,O.86563120238763200.0.75540440e35500300.0.61767624440264400
+ .0.45601677765722700.0.2816035507792600.0.09501250933763700/
DATAV/I.ODO .0.55555555555555600.0.34785454513745400
+ ,O.65214515406254600.0.23~92688505618900.0.47e6~067049936600
+ .0.17132449237917000.0.36076157304813900,0.46791393457269100
+ ,0.12948496616887000,0.27970539148927700,0.38183005050511900
+ ,O.10122e53~29037600,0.?2236103445337400.0.31370664567788700
• ,O.36Z~837833783~2DO,O.08127435~36157400,O.1e064016069405700
+ ,0.26061069640293500,0.31234707704000300,0.06667134430860800
+ ,0.14945134915050100,0.21908636251598200,0.26926671930999600
+ ,0.29552422471475300,0.04717533638651200,0.10693932599531800
+ ,O.16007C32854334600,0.20316742~72306600,O.23349253653835500
+ ,0.24914704581340300,0.02715245941175400,0.062253523938640DO
+ ,0.09515851168249300,0.12462897125553400,0.14959593801657700
+ ,0.16915651939500300,0.18260341504492400,0.1894506104550700/
DATAVZ/0.8~GS~35S8GB08S9DO,O.S6883e~a68SCS89DO.
+ .0.41795918367346900,0.33023935500126000/
SGH=I.OOO
1FIlSP.EQ.IISGN=OS1GNll.000,SPI
SV=SP
1C=0
DO 5 1=I,tn
50Dl1I=OIl11
I<L::1
I<l5= 1
IS::1
Il=II1
GSO=O.COO
10 JS=\
JP=O
JHL=I
DO S5 I=IS,IL
A=SP
B=SPtODl1llISGll
Q=0.500~IO+AI
P=Q-A
TO=O.ODO
16=0
DO 25 J=JS, 11
GO=O.OOO
JF=J~GlJI
JL=Jr!GlJ+1 I-I
Jtl=JZ( J I
DO 15 K=JF,JL
ID=IBt2
P'(=P*YlKI
15 GO=GOtVlKI~(FW~ClQ-P,(I.FUNClQ+P,(11
IFIJH.EQ.5IGO 10 20
GO=CO+VZlJI1I"FU:lC(QI
16=10+ 1
20 TA=GOI'P
IFIOACS(ITA-TBI/TAI.lT.O.50-3IGO TO 35
25 TC=TA
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PRIIIT 3D,I, TA
30 rOKNATl' '.'MAX',I2,'VAL',OlO.3l
IOIt:Ll=1
EIKLI=A
I<L=KLf1
GO TO 42
35 GSA=GSO+TA
IC=IC+IB
IFII.LT.15)GO TO 40
IFIDABSIIGSA-GSBI/GSA).LT.2.0D-'3IGO TO 60
ItO GSO=GSA
1t2 JT=J-JNL
1FIJT145,47,50
1t5 JS=J-3
IFIJT.LT.-llJS=J-2
GO TO 52
1t7 JS=J-3
IFIJT.EQ.JPlJS=J-2
GO TO 52
50 JS=J+JT-2
IFIJT.GT.2lJS=J+l
52 JP=JT
JtIL=J
IFIJ:;.LT.l )J5=1
IFIJ5.GT.10)JS=10
55 SP=il
60 C(HH!';lJ~
1FIKLS.EQ.KLIGO TO 70
1P=IOIKLS)
SP=Elt:LS)
DS=DDlIPI/l.OOI
15=1
IL=I+9
KLS=KLS+l
DO 65 JJ=IS,IL
65 DDIJJl=OS
GO TO 10
70 lAG=GSA
SP=SV
RETUrill
EllD
FU~'CTIOlI rWICAtuI
c
C ItlTEGRAl AlOIIGTilE l\RAtlCHCUT DEFORE\.JAVE/,Ri/IV/,l
C U - ARCUnE::tH:;Ui'PlIEO BY fU::CTI01~ Lf,G, REAl PARTOF PSI
C
IfIPlICIT P.EAl"SI!I-H,O-ZI
COI~I~:J1l /CtlA/ Htl,l'I,0, A,X /CH:/ 111-1
PF=l.OOO
GA=DSQrlTIU~U-l.0DOI
CO=O:GRTICU-RNI~~2-1.0DOI
IfIU.LT.-l.OOOIGA~-GA
IFCU.lT.p.M-l.0nO)Go=-GO
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GAB=GA¥GB
FP=11.0DOtGAOI*GAB
SP=IGA-CBI*11.0DO-3.000*GABI/FP
IFOIH.EQ.2IPF=UI'SP/8.000
TP=U*IU-RMI/IGA+CBI
SO=TP*SP/11.000+GABI
IFIN~.EQ.1ITO=TP*IGB/R-GA/BI/FP
IFI~H.EQ.3ITD=TP~GA/U*ll.OOO~GDtGA/BI/FP
AM=SP"IXtGB~11.000-BI-A~UI/8.000
IF OIH.IlE.3 IAM=ANtSPliGA*1R-1 .0001/8.000
FUIlCA=-ISOtTDIl'OEXPIAMI*PF
RETUiHl
EIID
C¥.**~*l'**M****M*********li*******W""*******li*****li**
ruscrrou FUt{CDIVI
C
C IIlTEGRALALm:GTHEBRAUCHCUTAFTERWAVEAP.RIVAL
C V - ARGUtlEllTSUPPLIEDBY FUtlCTIOllIt.G, IM',GIIlARYPARTOF PSI
C USP- uo, STARTlllGPOINT, REALPART
C FCP.- o FORPillA, -1 FORPHIB
C FCI- -I FOR ~IIA. ° FOR PHIB
C
ItlPLICIT REAL*8lA,D.D-H,O-Yl, COtIPLEX*16IC,ZI
cm:tlOtl ICIIA! RM,R,D,A,X IWol USP,FCP.,FCI ICIICI tl:.l
ZPF=DCflPLXI'.OOO,O.ODOI
ZFAC=OCHPLXlFCR,FCII
Z=DCNPLXIUSP,VI
IFIV.EQ.O.OOOIGO TO 10
ZA=COS~RTIZ*Z-I.OOOI
ZB=C05QqTIIZ-~MI*li2-1.0001
IF IOIllAGIzs:I. LT.0.000 lZA=-ZA
IFIDIHAGlZOI.LT.O.ODOIZB=-lB
S ZAB=ZA*ZO
ZFP=I'.OOOtZABll'ZAB
ZSP=IZA-ZBl*I'.ODO-3.0DO*ZABl/ZFP
IF Itl:.l.EQ.2 IZPF=Z*ZSP/8. 000
ZTP=Zi"1z-an III zs-ze I
ZSD=ZTP*ZSP/I'.OOOtZABI
IFI tl:UIE. lIZTO=ZTP*lZAlB-ZB/Rl/ZFP
UlHH.EQ.31ZTO=-lTPliZA/Z lil3.000*ZB+ZA/Bl/zFP
ZAH=ZSP*lX+ZBMII.OOO-BI-AlilI/8.0DO
IF IWI. nr ,3 IZAII=ZAI1tZSP*ZAlilR-1 .0001/8.000
FUNCB=DREALlIF /-elll lSD-lTD lllCOEXPIZAMIlo'ZPFI
RETUP.tl
10 FD=OSQ~TllUSP-RMl*.2-1.0DOl
IFtU.LT.RH-I.OOOlFO=-FO
ZB=DCHPLXIFB,O.ODOl
IFtOADSIUSPl.lT.I.OOOIGO TO 15
FA=DSQRTIUSP"USP-I.OOOI
IFtU.lT.-I.OOOlFA=-FA
ZA=DCllPLXIFA.0.000 I
GO TO 5
15 FA=03Q~TII.ODO-USP~USPl
ZA=DCItr'LX(O.ODO,FA)
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GO TO 5
WO
SUBROUTIIlE SELECTlM,Xtl,K)
c
C PROGRAM FIIIDS TilE ROOT EXTERIOR OF CfO OR eGO
C
IMPLICIT REAL*81A-H,O-Z)
nmtusro» XIl( l d , XIIl 4 )
CDtIHOll /CRC/ JS
IFIH.EQ.1)GO TO 30
DO 5 I=l,H
5 XUl!)=OABSIXMI!11
GO TO 130,10,15,201, M
10 );IH3)=0.000
15 XHI (11=0.000
20 X=OllAXl I XIH 1 ) ,XIH 2 ),Xt~13). >:tH41 I
IF I J5. EQ. 1 IX=OilIlll I XIH 1 I, XIH 2 I I
DO 25 1'.=1.4
If 0:. EQ.Xlll K I IRETURll
25 CO~lTIIlUE
30 K=l
RETU?II
EIlJ
runcrro« ZEP.OI F. AX. BX, TOl, [PS I
c
C PROGPAMFIIIOS THE ZERO OF A FWICTION f
C
III?lICIT PEALt'81A-II,O-ZI
A = AX
B = B}:
fA = FIAI
FB = fiB)
If([)SIGIHl.CDO,fAI.t1E.DSIGIH1.0DO,fBIIGO TO 20
ZERO=A
RETURN
20 C=A
Fe = FA
D = B - A
E =D
30 IF IDAOSlrC) .CE. DABSlFB)1 CO TO 40
A =D
B =C
C =A
FA = FO
FU = Fe
FC = FA
40 TOll = 2.000¥[PSt'OABSlOI + 0.~OO*10l
xrl=0.500~IC-BI
IF (OAnSl Xlll .LE. TOll) CO TO 90
IF IFO .EQ. o.OUO) GO TO 90
If (UACSlE) .LT. TOLl) CO TO 70
IF IDAD~IFA) .LE. DAOSlFB)) GO TO 70
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IF (A .~E. CI GOTO 50
S =FO/FA
P =2.0DOIfXHllS
q = 1.000 - S
GO TO 60
50 Q =FA/FC
R = FB/FC
S =FD/FA
P =S*12.0DO~XH*QlllQ - HI - (B - AI*IR - 1.000)1
Q = (Q - 1.0001*IR - '.0001*15 - 1.000)
60 IF (P .GT. 0.0001 Q =-Q
P =DABS(P)
IF (IZ.ODOIlPI .GE. (3.000IlXH*Q - DABSlTOll*QII) GOTO 70
IF (P .GE. DABSlO.500~E~QI) GOTO 70
E =D
D = P/Q
GO TO 80
70 D =XH
E =D
80 A =B
FA = FB
IF (DASSIDI .GT. TOll) B =B + D
IF (OAB5ID) .LE. TOLl) B = B + D5IGtHT0L1, XHI
FB = FIB I
IF lIFD*lfC/DADSlrC))) .GT. 0.000) GOTO 20
GO TO 30
90 ZERO=B
RETURN
HID
SUBROUTINEQUARTI lC,XR.XI)
C
C P~OGtlAtI FltlOS ROOTSOF QUARTICEQUATIOH
C C(l) + ClZI*X + C(3)~X~*Z + C(4)IlX~1l3 + ClSIIlX**4 =0
C REALPARTSOF ROOTSAREPLACEDIII XR, IMAGItl.l.RYPARTSIH XI.
C
ltlPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z I
DIMENSIONC(S), XRl41, XI(4), CUIS), YR(4), YI(4)
Z=ClS)
IFlZ.NE.O.ODOIGO TO 20
CALLCUBIClC,XR,XI)
XRI41=0.ODO
XII41=O.ODO
RETURN
20 XIII )=0.000
XIlJ)=O.ODO
CUlsl=O.ODO
CUlltl=I.OOO
CU(3)=-ClJI/Z
AO=Cll)/Z
AI2=C(21/Z*0.SDO
AJ2=C(41/Z*0.SDO
CU121= (AJ2*AI2-AOI1l4.0DO
CUlll= -(A121l~2+AOlllAJ211112+CU(311).4.000
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CAll CUCICICU,YP.,YI)
DO 40 1=1,3
U12= YRII)*0.5DO
TI=UI2t11l2-AO
IFITI.LT. O.ODOIGOTO 40
T2=A32**2fUI2+UI2fCUI31
If (T2.GE.0.ODOIGO TO 50
40 CONrIHUE
XII 11=-100.000
RETURN
SO TI =OSQRTITI )
T2=DSIGtllDSQRTIT21,A32lfU12-A121
60 CQ=U12-TI
BQ2= (A32-T21lfO.5DO
DISC=BQ2ltli2-CQ
IF IDISCI 90, 80, 70
70 DISC=DSGRTIDISCI
80 XRIII=-8Q2fDISC
XRI21=-BQ2-DISC
GO TO 100
90 XP.ll1=-()Q2
>:R12 )=-8,n
XII11=D5Q2TI-DISCI
100 CQ=UI2+T1
BQ2::()Q2+T2
OISC=BQ21''!2-CQ
IF IDISCI 130, 120, 110
110 DISC=DS~RTIDISCI
120 XP'(31=-8Q2+DISC
XR(41=-BQ2-0ISC:
GO TO 150
130 XR(3)=-BQ2
XR«(,)=-BQ2
XII31=DSQRTI-DISCI
150 XI(2)=-XI(1)
XI(4)=-XI(31
RETURII
EIID
SUBROUTIIlECU8ICIC,XR,>:I)
e
e PROGRAMFIlmS ROOTSOF CUBICEQUATIOIl
Cell) + C(2)liX + C(31ltX**2 + C(4)liX~~3 = 0
e REALPARTOF ROOTSARE PLACEDIII XR, ItlAGWARYPAQTItl XI.
C
IMPLICIT REAl¥8 (A-H,O-Zl
DIME/15ImlC(51,xrn 4 ),XII4)
A=3.0DO
2=CI41"3.000
IrIZ.tl~.O.ODO)GO TO 20
XRI31=0.ODO
XII 3)::::>•ODD
e3= C(31¥2.0DO
CC=CI21**2- C(1)~C(3)*~.ODO
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IFICCHO,!iO,90
10 SC=OSQRTI-CC1
XII I 1=5C/C3
XII 2 1=-XII1 1
XRIII=-CI21/C3
XRI21=XRIII
P.ETU~11
SO XRIII=-CI21/C3
XRI21=0.000
110 XIII 1=0.000
XIl21=0.ODO
RETUPII
90 XRlll=I-CI2ItOSQP.TICCI)/C3
XRI21=I-CI21-0SQRTICC)I/C3
GO 10 110
20 XII' 1=0.000
XIC21=0.ODO
P3=CI31/Z
Q3=CI21/Z
PQI8=Q3~P3~0.5DO
R2=CII )I'1.5001l
AMIN3=P31f*2-Q3
e2=A~IIl3~P3-PQ'8+R2
OISC=B2**2-AIlIN3-*3
If IDISCI 80. 40. 30
30 OI5C=DSQRTIDISCI
40 a2D=-B~+DISC
SI=DSIGIH, .000. B2DI
CAPA=SI~DABSIB201+i+iII.ODO/3.0DOl
IF ICAPA.IlLO.ODOIGOTO 60
CAPB=I-B2-B21~*I'.ODO/3.0DOI
GO TO 70
60 CAP6=AMIt13/CAPA
70 XP,I'I=CAPAtCAPB-P3
XRI21=-(CAPAtCAPBI*O.5DO-P3
XRI 3 1=>:RI 2 I
XI(2)=OSQRTIA) *ICAPA-CAPBl*O.500
GO TO 100
60 ROOT=OSQRTIAHIIl3)
PHI3=OARCOSI-BUI ROOTf!AMIIB1/3. ODD
T, =OSQRHA 1*051111PUB 1
T2=OCOSIPIIB 1
XRI'I=T2~ROOT*2.000-P3
Y.RI21=ROOT~I-T2-TII-P3
XP.(3)=P.CDT~I-T2+TI)-P3
100 XI(3)=-XII21
P.ETU?11
EIIO
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